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NEW 
FOR 2019

Hyperformance 
Marching Glove

New Flags

Samurai Stainless 
Steel Blade

New Practice Flags

IN-STOCK 

Lime Green & Sky Blue

COLOR GUARD 
TUNICS

Compact  
Equipment Bag

Fingerless Hyperformance 
Marching Glove
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IMPROVED 
FOR 2019

Odor-blocking  
antimicrobial added!

Introducing

Youth and shorter 
sizes now available!

DRAG. DROP. DONE.
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ONLINE DIGITAL FLAG
DESIGN STUDIO
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FOOTWEAR
DSI footwear is the most comfortable and durable footwear anywhere. Worn by 13 of 
the top 14 DCI World Class drum corps, numerous BOA Grand Nationals bands, and 
thousands of colleges and high schools around the country, DSI footwear is always in-stock 
and available in the largest selection of colors and sizes.

We offer five notably different shoes in a family that values  
quality, need, and comfort.
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13 OF THE TOP 14 
DRUM CORPS 

MARCH IN DSI FOOTWEAR



The First and Only Athletic Shoe 
with a Marching Band Sole

For use in practice and  
performance by colleges,  
high schools, drum corps, 

and indoor percussion.
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Visit CrossoverShoe.com to see 
Dr. Tom Freeman talk about the 

features of the Crossover shoe and how 
this shoe helps prevent foot injuries!



Colors available: Black only

  CROSSOVER
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY FOR HIGH 
PERFORMANCE MARCHING, THE XTREME 
TENDON FIT® WRAPS AROUND THE MID-FOOT 
AND IS SECURED BY THE LACES FOR UNMATCHED 
SUPPORT. NO OTHER MARCHING SHOE PROVIDES 
THIS MUCH STABILITY AND COMFORT. 

• Lightweight mesh upper allows the foot to breathe and stay cool
•  Supportive heel holds the foot in place and keeps the foot stable
• All rubber non-marking, non-slip sole performs on any surface
•  The Flex Groove heel strikes the ground cleanly and allows for a 

smooth transition to the forefoot
•  The midsole is carved out 35mm to allow plenty of room for spats 
•  Heel Lock Eyelet keeps the foot in place and helps prevent injuries

Xtreme Tendon Fit®
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Men’s Medium Sizes  |  21/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13
Men’s Wide Sizes  |  61/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
Women’s Medium Sizes  |  41/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15
Women’s Wide Sizes  |  81/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

Always in stock.

Suggested Retail: $49.95 SHCR



The gold-standard
The 2019 shoe of champions! Stepping onto 
the footwear stage in 2001, the MTX is our 
flagship shoe. It was the shoe that changed the 
industry, and still remains the gold standard for 
traditional marching footwear. 

Designed for the long haul, the MTX brags 
comfort and durability but displays a formal 
appearance. It offers optimal grip in the 
sole functioning like a directional tread 

design on a tire. The heel is designed to support 
rapid acceleration on step-offs and to absorb 
impact when placing the heel. So whether you are 
marching the halftime show or hauling at 160 BPM, 
you can be sure that your feet will be protected 
and comfortable. 
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   MTX
•  Pliable upper with padded tongue and ankle collar
•  X-TremeTrak sole design provides maximum grip and stability
•  Power Blok heel for secure heel placement and rapid acceleration
•  Reinforced toe box reduces wear
•  Fully lined upper with moisture-wicking material
•  Thick, cushioned insole and heel cup for superior comfort and 

support
•  Designed for stability and support

SHMTX | $39.95 Always in stock.Colors available: Black, White

Men’s Medium Sizes  |  21/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13
Men’s Wide Sizes  |   61/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
Women’s Medium Sizes  |  41/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15
Women’s Wide Sizes  |  81/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
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Tradition meets contemporary
The marriage of traditional and modern marching band. 
Sleeker than the MTX, the Viper is a formal-looking 
marching shoe designed for a contemporary marching 
style. The sole, while still offering optimal grip and stability, 
is designed for a band that dances as much as it marches. 
We’ve placed a twin sole on the shoe, providing the same 
heel stability as the MTX, but offers the split sole of a 
jazz shoe. This added flexibility offers confidence to the 
marcher leading toe-first just as much as to the marcher 
nailing an 8 to 5 on a direction change. Further, this shoe 
has additional padding on the ankle collar to support the 
Achilles during all maneuvers, dance or otherwise. 
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Colors available: Black, White Always in stock.

  VIPER
•  Pliable upper with padded tongue and Achilles-supporting ankle collar
•  Twin sole design provides maximum arch flexibility
•  Non-marking sole with anti-scuff toe protector
•  Fully lined upper with moisture-wicking material
•  Thick, cushioned insole and heel cup for superior comfort and support

SHVI  |  $39.95

Men’s Medium Sizes  |  21/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13
Men’s Wide Sizes  |  61/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
Women’s Medium Sizes  |  41/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15
Women’s Wide Sizes  |  81/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
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The dancing shoe
Designed specifically for bands who dance intensively, this 
shoe is made for pointed feet and comfortable turnout. It is 
the most sleek and narrow of our shoes, but maintains the 
trusted DSI durability. 

The Velocity brags a low, more attractive profile, hugging 
the foot and appearing to represent the shape of a jazz 
shoe more than a marching shoe. The tread pattern 
is more inset than the other shoes in our line, and the 
rounded front and back of the sole allow for a smoother 
transition between the heel and toe. The sides of the 
shoe are lower to the ground and the toe box includes 
additional padding. This sleek, hugging architecture allows 
the marcher to manipulate their feet more freely than in 
the MTX or Viper. The shoe is lightweight, so marchers 
won’t feel the burden of clunky shoes while executing 
choreography. But while the Velocity is constructed to 
feel and appear as invisible as possible, it is capable of 
functioning on grass, turf, and parade streets with no notice 
by the wearer.





The black tie marching shoe
Fancy isn’t reserved for the stage. The Showstopper Patent 
is a great go-between for marching and concert band at 
an affordable price point. Our pioneer shoe in the DSI 
line, the Showstopper Patent has been donned by many 
performing groups, most recently by The Cadets.  

We’ve redesigned the sole to be able to handle 
outstanding wear and tear. It provides superior grip on 
the field and has a reinforced toe box to reduce wear from 
high intensity movement. And although this shoe looks the 
black-tie part, the soft upper is designed with moisture-
wicking material so performers don’t have to experience 
the suffocation of traditional dress shoes on the field or the 
stage. 
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Colors available: Black only Always in stock.

 PATENT SHOWSTOPPER
•  Soft, pliable upper with shiny, patent finish, padded tongue and 

ankle collar
•  Turned heel for performing intricate maneuvers
•  Thick, cushioned insole and heel cup for superior comfort and sup-

port

SHSHPA | $29.25

Men’s Medium Sizes  |  21/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13
Men’s Wide Sizes  |  61/2 - 121/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
Women’s Medium Sizes  |  41/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15
Women’s Wide Sizes  |  81/2 - 141/2 (whole and half sizes) plus 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20
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FOOTWEAR ACCESSORIES

   1. SNAP SPATS
•   Heavy duty plastic snaps (will not rust). 
•   Easy-to-clean vinyl material with black elastic stirrup straps.
•   Sizes: XS-2XL (see size chart)

SPSN   |  $7.50

   2. SHOE PREPARER
•   A necessity to remove all wax, dirt and grime before applying 

shoe spray to ensure proper adherence.

SHACPR   |  $8.25

   3. SHOE SPRAY
•   Cover up those small nicks and scratches or completely change the 

color of your footwear for a custom look. Choose from a variety of 
colors that will complement your uniforms.

SHACNL045 4.5 oz can |  $11.95

SHACNL12 12 oz can |  $19.95

Colors available: Black, White, Champagne  
(4.5 oz can), Black, White (12 oz can)

Always in stock.
Always in stock.

Always in stock.

SPAT SIZE SHOE SIZE
XS 2½-3

Small 3½-4½

Medium 5-8½

Large 9-13

XL 14-15

2XL 16-18
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   4. HIGH PERFORMANCE 
CREW SOCKS

•   89% cotton, 11% stretch nylon marching socks with padded sole and 
reinforced toe. Available in black.

•   Arch support in the mid-foot.
•   Seamless toe.
•   Size available: 10-13.

SHACSO   |  $3.95  

   5. ANKLE SOCKS
•   89% cotton, 11% stretch “below the ankle” nylon socks with padded 

sole and reinforced toe.
•   Arch support in the mid-foot.
•   Available in black.
•   Seamless toe.
•   Size available: 10-13.

SHACSOABL   |  $2.50

   6. “ODOR OUT” MESH BACK SHOE BAG
•   Durable 15” x 18” poly-soft bag with drawstring closure.
•  Mesh back for breathability. 
•  Easily fits shoes up to size 18 wide.

BGNYSH   |  $3.50 

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

5



PODIUMS
DSI Command Center Podiums are the only podiums with a Limited Lifetime Warranty. 
The warranty covers all welds and structural materials from defect, workmanship or 
failure to operate and is valid for as long as the original retail purchaser owns the product 
(components and hinges are limited to 4 years from the date of purchase).  Please visit 
dshowcase.com for complete warranty information.
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PD70 (silver)   |  $2,204.00*

PD70B (black)   |  $2,457.00*

* with non-skid top

   6’ COMMAND 
CENTER

•   Huge 4’ x 6’ platform with remov-
able front and back boundary rails

•   Heavy-duty, non-skid aluminum 
deck is 100% weatherproof, unlike 
wooden platforms

•   Ladders on both ends allow for bet-
ter platform access

•   Collapses completely, making it 
easy to transport and store

•   Four double-strength steel hinges 
with hardened steel roll pins ensure 
stability when moving on field in 
“up” position (by pulling only)

•   Two 8” No-Flat Solid Rubber wheels 
for reliable maneuverability over 
rough terrain

Collapses completely for easy  
transport and storage

Double-strength steel hingesNon-skid aluminum top

All Command Center podiums are welded, not riveted, for extra strength and durability!

Note
• 6’ podium has a maximum load capacity 

of 550 lbs
• 6’ podium weighs approximately 190 lbs
• 6’ podium ships on a skid via truck 

freight  (call for freight cost)
•  Schools receiving truck shipments 

should have a loading dock to reduce 
the risk of damage to the shipment

BLACK TOUCH  
UP PAINT
16 oz can of black  
touch-up spray paint  
for black podiums.

PDACTPB  |  $13.25

Colors available: Black, Silver

Ships via truck freight.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

PODIUMS  |   19
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   PODIUM SKIRT (for 6’ podium)
•   Complete the visual effect of your school  

or performance
•   Customized printing for any school logo, show artwork, or name.
•   Perfectly fits the 6’ Command Center podium
•   Fits around one side of the podium only  

(does not cover the ladder on the sides) 
•   Attaches to the podium with ultra-strength hook and loop 

PDACSK70 (white or black)   |  $250.00

Ships 2-3 Weeks after artwork approval



Podium sits firmly on ground with one quick adjustment

Podium sits firmly on ground with one quick adjustment

   COLLAPSIBLE  
TOWING PACKAGE  
(for 6’ podium)

•   Can be towed behind a garden tractor or pulled by hand  
to move your 6’ podium on or off the field with ease

•   Quick and easy installation
•   Kit consists of: a handle/tongue with attaching brackets 

and hardware, two additional 8” No-Flat Solid Rubber 
swivel wheels

PDACCTPS (silver)   |  $255.00

PDACCTPB (black)   |  $270.00

   TRANSPORT PACKAGE  
(for 6’ podium)

•   Quick, easy installation and removal
•   Rock solid stability and maneuverability
•   4 heavy-duty 10” No-Flat Solid Rubber wheels. 
•   Can also be added to 2’ extensions

PDACPDWS (silver)   |  $599.00

PDACPDWSB (black)   |  $625.00

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.
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   2’ EXTENSIONS  
(for 6’ podium)

•   Quick and easy installation and removal
•   With extensions attached, podium can still 

be maneuvered on and off the field in the 
“up” position

•   Fits any existing DSI 6’ podium
•   Podium legs will not fold under deck with  

extensions attached

PDACEX (silver)   |  $509.00

PDACEXB (black)   |  $575.00

   TABLET  
ATTACHMENT 

•   The “modern version” of the well-known 
charting attachment. 

•   Made of aluminum 
•   Easily attaches to any DSI podium. 
•   Designed to hold tablets of all sizes.

PDACTAS (silver)   |  $91.00

PDACTAB (black)   |  $96.00

Colors available: Black, Silver

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.

Always in stock.
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TOWING HITCH
(for 6’ podium)

PDTH  |  $50.00
Colors available: Silver only

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   8” SOLID RUBBER 
TIRES W/BOLTS 

•   Replacement wheels for your 6’ Podium
•   Kit consists of: two 8” No-Flat Solid Rubber wheels and 

two axle bolts

PDAC8STB   |  $56.00

PODIUMS  |   23
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Add attachments to  
the rear legs

Add attachment to  
the front steps

52” PODIUM
• Huge 38” x 36” platform with removable boundary rails
• All-weather, non-skid deck
• Lightweight, yet sturdy aluminum structure allows for on-

field maneuverability
• Easily collapsible

PD52 (silver)   |  $992.00

PD52B (black)   |  $1,166.00

20” PODIUM EXTENSIONS
 Turn your 52” Podium into a 6’ Podium with our podium   

extensions. Made from aluminum and  designed to fit your existing 
52” Podium, the 20” extensions will take you to new heights while 
saving you space in storage and transport.  Available in black or 
silver.

PDACEX52S (silver)   |  $507.00

PDACEX52B (black)   |  $668.00

Colors available: Black, Silver

Note
• 42” and 52’’ podiums have a maximum load 

capacity of 300 lbs

Boundary rails included!

Turn your 52” Podium into a 6’ Podium With Ease!

Always in stock.

Ships via truck freight.

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.
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Podium sits firmly on ground with one quick adjustment

42” PODIUM 
•  Huge 38” x 36” platform with removable boundary rails
• All-weather, non-skid deck
• Lightweight, yet sturdy aluminum structure allows for on-

field maneuverability
•  Easily collapsible

PD42 (silver)   |  $884.00

PD42B (black)   |  $1049.00

Ships via truck freight.

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.
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 4’ SPACE SAVER PODIUM
PD48L (silver)   |  $815.00

PD48LB (black)   |  $900.00

 6’ SPACE SAVER PODIUM
PD72L (silver)   |  $906.00

PD72LB (black)   |  $959.00

SPACE SAVER PODIUMS
• Roomy 24” x 27” skid-resistant platform with top  

boundary rail
• Extra-wide stabilizer bars at tower base provide  

increased safety and security
• Lightweight aluminum structure with extra-wide  

slip-resistant steps
• Heavy-duty 7” transport wheels
• Collapses completely flat for convenient storage
• Upgrade your wheels to 8” solid rubber tires for an additional 

$66.00 (PDAC8STK)

 5’ SPACE SAVER PODIUM
PD60L (silver)   |  $859.00

PD60LB (black)   |  $950.00

Always in stock.

Always in stock. Always in stock.

Ships via truck freight.

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.
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 8’ TOWER
• 19” x 24” skid-resistant platform with top boundary rail
• Extra-wide stabilizer bars at tower base
• Lightweight aluminum structure with slip-resistant steps
• Heavy-duty 7” transport wheels
• Collapses completely flat for convenient storage
• Upgrade your wheels to 8” solid rubber tires for an  

additional $66.00 (PDAC8STK)

PD96 (silver)   |  $931.00

PD96B (black)   |  $1044.00

 3’ SPACE SAVER PODIUM
• Roomy 19” x 24” skid-resistant platform with top boundary rail
• Extra-wide stabilizer bar at tower base provide increased 

safety and security
• Lightweight aluminum structure with extra-wide slip-resistant 

steps 
• Heavy-duty 7” transport wheels
• Collapses completely flat for convenient storage

PD36 (silver)   |  $587.00

PD36B (black)   |  $667.00

 2’ PODIUM
• 24” x 24” skid-resistant platform
• Lightweight, yet sturdy aluminum structure with  

slip-resistant steps
• Collapses completely flat for convenient storage
• Ships via FedEx

PD24 (silver)   |  $350.00

PD24B (black)   |  $394.00

Note
• 8’ tower has a maximum load capacity of 300 lbs

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.

Colors available: Black, Silver

Always in stock.
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 BLEACHER PODIUM
• Sturdy 36” x 36” platform with three detachable 33” tall 

boundary rails
• Adjustable legs, all-weather, non-skid deck
• Lightweight, yet sturdy, aluminum structure with reinforced 

deck allows for indoor or outdoor use
• Multiple podiums can be attached
• Easy to assemble (no tools required)
• Ships via FedEx

PDBP   |  $599.00

 DELUXE CONCERT PODIUM
• Lightweight, yet sturdy, aluminum structure with reinforced deck
• Large, carpeted 36” x 36” platform with 12” legs
• 6” removable step runs entire length of platform
• Removable back boundary rail and black skirting with music 

stand cutout
• Skirting wraps on three sides for a professional look
• Anti-skid leg caps for secure placement
• Easy assembly, ready for use in just a few minutes
• Ships via FedEx

PDCPBD   |  $670.00

Adjusts to bleacher seats up to 14” 
deep, while slip-resistant padding 
prevents it from sliding

Connect two or more podiums 
together with just a bolt and wing nut

Colors available: Black only

Colors available: Silver only

Always in stock.

Always in stock.
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CARTS & RACKS
Move all of your equipment on and off the field or floor with ease. Removable handles 
and swivel wheels make transport and storage a breeze. DSI equipment carts and 
racks are designed to last for years. Carts and racks will ship by truck freight or FedEx. 
Please check the product descriptions for shipping methods.
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Extremely portable…
can be stored in a closet, 
transported in a trunk of a 
vehicle

Folds in half for easy  
storage 

Always in stock.

Always in stock. Ships via truck freight.

   FOLDABLE EQUIPMENT CART
•   Capable of transporting tarps, speakers, equipment and more 
•   Lightweight
•   Includes five non-marking casters to protect gym floors
•   Center caster provides extra support and stability
•   Holes on bottom side rails allow for use of bungee cords to secure items 
•   Pins lock the folding platform securely in place 
•   Handle can be removed for easy storage/transport
•   Ships via FedEx
•   Can transport up to 650 pounds
•   28” x 42” in size

PDACECIN   |  $567.00

   6’ EQUIPMENT CART
•   Heavy-duty aluminum cart with 6-ply treated plywood 
•   Slimline design to fit through most doorways
•   28” x 72” low-profile deck is designed for ease of loading 

and unloading guard floors
•   Cart can be pulled by hand, garden tractor, or golf cart
•   8” no-flat solid rubber tires; front tires swivel and have  

locking brakes
•   Can transport up to 750 lbs

PDACEC2872   |  $762.00
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These items ship via truck freight. Normal lead time is 2-6 weeks from order date. Please call for freight quote.

   SIDE BY SIDE HAT AND  
UNIFORM CADDY MODEL 99-98

•   Uniforms stay securely in place with the hanger  
management system

•   Three built-in, adjustable shelves with raised edges to 
prevent hat boxes from sliding off

•   Stores 52 uniforms (26 on each side) and 52 hats in boxes
•   Accommodates 12” wide x 12” deep x 8 ½” high hat boxes
•   Dimensions: 96” L x 24” W x 77” H
•   Load capacity: up to 900 lbs  |  Weighs 220 lbs

BNBCS99-98   |  $1,275.00 

   SIDE BY SIDE HAT CADDY II  
MODEL 42-42

•   60” height allows this caddy to fit into smaller trailers and 
haulers, yet still provides plenty of storage

•   Uniforms stay in place with the hanger management 
system

•   Two full-length shelves and four end shelves with raised 
edges to prevent hat boxes from sliding off

•   Stores 42 uniforms (21 on each side) and 42 hats in boxes
•   Mounted on four, heavy-duty 5” swivel casters
•   Dimensions: 96” L x 24” W x 60” H
•   Load capacity: up to 900 lbs  |  Weighs 240 lbs

BNBCS42-42   |  $1,325.00 

 SIDE BY SIDE UNIFORM CADDY
•   Transport your uniforms with ease
•   Uniforms stay securely in place with the hanger  

management system
•   Load capacity: up to 800 lbs

MODEL 72
•   Holds 37 uniforms, 72” L x 24” W x 56” H, Weighs 95 lbs

BNBCS72   |  $795.00 

MODEL 96
•   Holds 52 uniforms, 96” L x 24” W x 56” H, Weighs 100 lbs

BNBCS96   |  $875.00 

Ships via truck freight.

Ships via truck freight.

Ships via truck freight.
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COLORS

   COLLAPSIBLE UNIFORM  
STORAGE RACK

•   Height adjustable from 55” to 66”
•   50½” long, but extension rods 

on each end expand length to 74”
•   Collapses completely flat
•   Holds up to 250 lbs (approximately 20 uniforms)
 •   Four swivel wheels
 •   Ships via FedEx or truck freight based on quantity

BNUR   |  $115.00 

  “H” STYLE UNIFORM STORAGE RACK
•   High-quality, durable powder-coated finish
•   Size: 63” long x 23” wide x 66” high
•   Holds between 400-500 lbs (approx. 27-30 uniforms)
•   Four heavy-duty, non-marking 4” casters
•   Ships via FedEx or truck freight based on quantity

BNURH   |  $151.00

   “Z” STYLE UNIFORM STORAGE RACK
•   High-quality, durable powder-coated finish
•   Size: 63” long x 23” wide x 67” high
•   Holds between 400-500 lbs (approx. 27-30 uniforms)
•   Four heavy-duty, non-marking 4” casters
•   Base colors available: black, white, silver, blue, red, orange, 

yellow
•   Ships via FedEx or truck freight based on quantity

BNURZ   |  $151.00

Always in stock. Ships via truck freight.

Always in stock. Ships via truck freight.

Collapses completely flat

Always in stock. Ships via truck freight.

Black White Silver Blue Red Orange Yellow



When you’re on the 
field you need to be 

heard. Command their 
attention with our 

LOUD sound systems 
and megaphones. 

Whether it’s music, 
a metronome signal, 
or your voice, it will 
be loud and clear for 

everyone to hear.

ELECTRONICS
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What’s included:
Two body pack transmitters and two headset  boom microphones
included. Upgrade to two lapel mics for only $46.00 per mic. 
Free speaker stand also included.

Always in stock.

   SOUND MACHINE
•   200 watts of power with full range, stereo-quality sound for 

crowds of 4,000 or more. 
•   The Sound Machine boasts a 10” woofer and 1” exit titanium 

compression driver horn.  
•   The system comes with two Shure 60 channel digital wireless 

body pack transmitters and two headset boom microphones.  
•   The high capacity LFP battery has a 6 to 8 hour lifecycle and 

lasts over 2,000 charging cycles.
•   Unit weight: 33 lbs.
•   Note: USB port on CD player will charge the optional BT-3 

device.
•   Warranty: 6 year system, 5 year battery

ELSM2X   |  $4,225.00
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VOICE MACHINE 2  
SYSTEM
Includes: 2 Shure 60 channel 
digital body packs, 2 headset 
boom mics and a FREE speaker 
stand.

ELVM2X  |  $3,140.00*

What’s included:
Two body pack transmitters and two headset  boom microphones
included. Upgrade to two lapel mics for only $46.00 per mic. 
Free speaker stand also included.

VOICE MACHINE 1 
SYSTEM
Includes: Shure 60 channel 
digital body pack,  
Headset boom mic and a 
FREE speaker stand.

ELVM1X  |  $2,178.00*

Always in stock. Always in stock.

   VOICE MACHINE
•   50 watts of power with reentrant horn creates a clear, powerful sound. 

Max SPL: 127 dB
•   Choose one or two built-in Shure 60 channel digital wireless  

receivers with body pack transmitters.
•    Choose system with one or two headset boom or lapel microphones
•   12 volt Lithium Iron Phosphate (LFP) battery with 2,000 charging 

cycles. Siren feature. Internal battery or AC power. Unit weight: 15 lbs.
•   Warranty: 6-year system, 5-year battery



Storage Cover for 
Sound Machine

ELSMPSC  |  $89.00

Storage Cover for 
Voice Machine

ELVMPSC  |  $74.00

Companion Speaker  
for Sound Machine

ELSMCS  |  $638.00

Companion Speaker for Voice 
Machine

ELVMCS  |  $453.00

1

2

3

5

6

9

10

11
7

8

4

1.  Body Pack Transmitter  ELSPATX   |  $400.00

2.  Earset Microphone  ELSPAMXE   |  $222.00

3.  Speaker Stand (SM)  ELSMSSB   |  $156.00

3.  Speaker Stand (VM)  ELVMSS3   |  $156.00

4.  5’ Stereo Mini to ¼” Phono  ELSPA5SMP   |  $14.00

5.  Headset Boom Microphone  ELSPAMXH   |  $163.00

6.  Lapel Microphone  ELSPAMXL   |  $209.00

7.  iKenny Cable (18” length) ELSPAIKK   |  $74.00

  Connect your phone or iPad to the body pack transmitter.
8.  2½’ Metronome Cable  ELSPAIC   |  $30.00

9.  50’ Speaker Cable (Speakon)  ELSMSC50   |  $127.00

10.  50’ Speaker Cable (¼” to ¼”)  ELVMSC50   |  $68.00

11.  6’ Stereo Mini to RCA  ELSP6SMR   |  $14.00

12.  Replacement battery (not shown)  Call for pricing

ACCESSORIES
for Sound Machine & Voice Machine

Always in stock. Always in stock. Always in stock. Always in stock.

All Sound Machine and Voice Machine Accessories are In-Stock

Bluetooth Receiver with patch cable for Sound Machine & Voice Machine 
(turn any device with 1/4” input into a Bluetooth-ready device). The BT-3 
is battery powered and rechargeable with any USB charger.

ELSPABRPC  |  $89.00

Always in stock.
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MEGAVOX PA

•   Choose either one or two built-in 1.9GHz  
wireless receivers with user-selectable  
channels 

•   22-watt amplifier and reentrant horn driver 
combine for 126dB output to cover crowds of 
3,000 or more 

•   Multiple units can be daisy-chained together 
for expanded coverage

•   Built-in rechargeable Lithium Ion battery runs 
up to 10 hours on a charge 

•   True AC/DC 110/120 switchable power supply 
•   Signal alert button 
•   Inputs: ¼” line, ¼” mic 
•   Outputs: ¼” line, ¼” speaker 
•   Unit weight: 15 lbs.  
•   Warranty: 6-year system, 2-year battery

MEGAVOX 1 SYSTEM
Includes: Body pack transmitter, 
headset or lapel mic, AC charger, 
dynamic wired mic, carrying strap, 
FREE heavy-duty speaker stand

PBUPB1  |  $1,500.00

MEGAVOX 2 SYSTEM
Includes: Two body pack transmit-
ters, two headset or lapel mics, AC 
charger, dynamic wired mic, carrying 
strap, FREE heavy-duty speaker 
stand

PBUPB2  |  $1,834.00

1. Speaker Stand  PBACSS   |  $149.00

2. Unpowered Companion Speaker PBACSP  |  $245.00 
3. Storage Cover PBACSCPB |  $50.00

4. 1.9GHz Headset Mic PBUACMIHE |  $102.00

5. 1.9GHz Ultra Lite Mic PBUACMIUL |  $102.00

6. 50’ Speaker Cable PBACSC |  $49.00

7. 1.9GHz Lapel Mic PBUACMILA |  $102.00

8. Hardwired Handheld Mic PBUACCO |  $59.00

9. 1.9GHz Body Pack Transmitter PBUACTR |  $308.00

10. 1.9GHz AC Charger/Adapter PBACCHUHF |  $35.00

11. Anchor Armor Hard Case PBACHCC |  $392.00

 Not shown:
 Replacement Battery for MegaVox PBACRB |  $96.00

 2’ instrument /metronome cable PBACIC |  $36.00

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

All MegaVox Accessories are In-Stock



   ENFORCER MEGAPHONE
•   15 watts of power with a 435 yard range
•   Detachable, handheld microphone with volume control and 

on/off switch
•   Wide frequency range for enhanced audio quality
•   Lasts up to 9 hours using 6 “C” batteries
•   5-year warranty, Weight: 2.85 lbs (without batteries)

MEEN   |  $147.00

  CONDUCTOR MEGAPHONE
•   15 watts of power with a 340 yard range
•   High-powered, efficient reflex trumpet horn and adjustable 

volume control
•   Wide frequency range for enhanced audio quality
•   Lasts up to 14 hours using 6 “C” batteries
•   5-year warranty, Weight: 2.50 lbs (without batteries)

MECD   |  $114.00

  CLARION MEGAPHONE
•   15 watts of power with a range up to 1,000 yards
•   Weighs up to 50% less than comparable models 
•   Three modes (with adjustable volume control): talk, siren, whistle
•   Lasts up to 20 hours continuously using 8 “AA” batteries
•   Size: 12½” long x 7½” diameter, 
•   Weight: 2.05 lbs (without batteries)

MECL   |  $109.00

  DIRECTOR MEGAPHONE
•   25 watts of power with a range up to 1,700 yards
•   Weighs up to 50% less than comparable models 
•   Three modes (with adjustable volume control): talk, siren, whistle.
•   Lasts up to 40 hours continuously using 8 “C” batteries. 
•   Size: 14¼” long x 8½” diameter
•   Weight: 2.30 lbs (without batteries)

MEDI   |  $155.00

Always in stock. Always in stock.

Always in stock. Always in stock.
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WEARABLES
Bibbers, gloves, compression wear, headwear, rainwear, and shoulder cords. Everything 
you need to complete your uniform and look your best. With DSI wearables you get the 
best products at the best prices and the fastest delivery.



NEW
FOR 2019
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Always in stock.

  HYPERFORMANCE™ GLOVES
•  High performance, durable marching glove
•   Designed to last longer than cotton gloves
•   Machine washable
•   Printed grip pattern on palm (no more bulky beads)
•   Snug fit on hands
•   Mesh on back and between fingers for improved breathability
•   92% polyester
•   8% spandex
•   100% silicone printing on palm
•   Colors: white, black
•   Sizes: XS - XL
•   Also available in fingerless (see next page)

GLHYFFBL (Black)   |  $8.95/pr.
GLHYFFWH (White)   |  $8.95/pr.

INTRODUCING THE
TOUGHEST GLOVES
FOR MARCHING BAND!

TM



LONG WRIST COTTON
•   100% heavyweight cotton  

material
•   2” longer than our cotton gloves
•   Sizes: XS-2XL

GLCOLWWH (white)   |  $2.50/pr.
GLCOLWBL (black)   |  $2.50/pr.

COTTON
•   100% heavyweight cotton material
•   Sizes: XS-2XL

GLCOREWH (white)   |  $2.30/pr.
GLCOREBL (black)   |  $2.30/pr.

NEW
FOR 2019
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FINGERLESS LONG WRIST
•   100% heavyweight cotton
•   Stitched along edge of finger openings
•   Sizes: XS-XL

GLFCOLWWH (white)   |  $3.25/pr.
GLFCOLWBL (black)   |  $3.25/pr.

HOOK AND LOOP COTTON
•   100% heavyweight cotton
•   Hook and loop closure wraps around wrist
•   Sizes: XS- XL

GLCOVEWH (white)   |  $2.95/pr.
GLCOVEBL (black)   |  $2.95/pr.

 LONG WRIST NYLON
•   100% heavyweight nylon material
•   Size: one size fits most

GLNYWH (white)   |  $2.50/pr.
GLNYBL (black)   |  $2.50/pr.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.
Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

FINGERLESS 
HYPERFORMANCE 
•   92% polyester
•   8% spandex
•   Sizes: XS-XL

GLHYNFWH (white)   |  $8.95/pr.
GLHYNFBL (black)   |  $8.95/pr.

Always in stock.

TM

GLOVES



GLOVE SIZING CHART (GUIDELINE ONLY)

Size Length (in) Width (in)

XS 6¾ - 7 3 - 3¼

Small 7 - 7¼ 3¼ - 3½

Medium 7¼ - 8¼ 3½ - 3¾

Large 7¾ - 8¼ 3¾ - 4

XLarge 8¼ - 8¾ 4 - 4¼

2XL 8¾ - 9 4¼ - 4½

Hand length is measured from the base of the hand at the wrist to the end of the middle finger. Hand width is measured across the hand at the top of the palm 
(across the calluses).

ECONOMY HOOK  
AND LOOP SURE-GRIP
•   100% heavyweight cotton material 

with sure-grip palms
•   Hook and loop closure wraps  

around wrist for a secure fit
•   Sizes: XS-XL

GLVGECWH (white)   |  $3.50/pr.
GLVGECBL (black)   |  $3.50/pr.

DELUXE HOOK AND LOOP  
SURE-GRIP
•   100% heavyweight cotton material with 

padded sure-grip palms and reinforced 
areas

•   Hook and loop closure
•   Sizes: XS-2XL

GLVGDEWH (white)   |  $4.50/pr.
GLVGDEBL (black)   |  $4.50/pr.

 SURE-GRIP
•   100% heavyweight cotton material  

with sure-grip palms
•   Colors: black, white
•   Sizes: XS-2XL

GLSGWH (white)   |  $2.95/pr.
GLSGBL (black)   |  $2.95/pr.

  LONG WRIST SURE-GRIP
•   100% heavyweight cotton material  

with sure-grip palms
•   2” longer than our sure-grip gloves
•   Sizes: XS-2XL

GLSGLWWH (white)   |  $3.10/pr.
GLSGLWBL (black)   |  $3.10/pr.

Always in stock.Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock. Always in stock.
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FINALLY ...
ULTRA BIBBERS
FOR EVERY-BODY!

QuickSnap inseam system with plastic 
snaps (means no rust)

Fully adjustable straps

   ULTRA BIBBERS
•   14 oz. wash-and-wear 100% polyester fabric with elastic side gussets, 

heavy-duty reinforced angled suspenders and metal self-locking zipper
•   3” higher rise in the front and sides for better coverage
•   Unique QuickSnap inseam system provides 8” of adjustability for each 

pant leg and eliminates the need for sewing
•   4” x 5” sewn-in hidden pocket for convenient storage
•   Improved unisex sizing
•   Colors: white, black
•  For proper sizing, measure the waist in inches

Regular Sizes: 24-60 (even sizes only) with 34” inseam
UNBIUL  | $46.95

Shorter Sizes: 24-34 (even sizes only) with 28” inseam
UNBISUL  | $46.95
Youth Sizes: 16-22 (even sizes only) with 28” inseam
UNBIYUL  | $46.95

Machine wash only.
*** DO NOT DRY CLEAN ***
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HANGERS
1. Plastic Uniform Hanger  HGPL   |  $2.75

2. Wooden Uniform Hanger HGWO  |  $3.95 
3. Plastic Bibber Hanger HGPLB |  $4.75

4. Clear plastic dress hanger HGPLD |  $1.00

1

2

3

4 Always in stock.

NEW
FOR 2019

Shorter Sizes: 24-34 (even sizes only) with 28” inseam
Youth Sizes: 16-22 (even sizes only) with 28” inseam

Always in stock.

INTRODUCING
NEW SIZES FOR 2019

Not all marchers are the same size. And marching band is not for 
the high school musician alone.

So why are bibbers only sized to a certain point?

Does “short” have to mean custom? No.

DSI is proud to introduce our new “shorter size” and “youth size” 
bibbers. We kept the same quality as our premium bibbers but 
expanded our in-stock size range to include smaller sizes.

These bibbers are perfect for middle school performers and 
performers who don’t fit into the standard sizes. Welcome to the 
new, expanded standard!
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COLORS

White Silver Navy Royal Purple Black RedForest 
Green

COLORS

White Silver Navy Royal Purple Black RedForest 
Green

   COREMAX LOOSE FIT COMPRESSION SHIRT
•   Moisture wicking, odor resistant, stain release
•   80% polyester / 20% spandex
•  Available in tan only
•   Unisex sizes: XS/SM, MED/LG, XL/2XL, 3XL/4XL

UNACCWTASS   |  $19.25 XS - 4XL

   SHORT SLEEVE COMPRESSION SHIRT
•   Moisture wicking, odor resistant, stain release
•   All seams flat-lock stitched
•   80% polyester / 20% spandex
•   Sizes Available: S - 3XL

UNACCWSS  |  $15.95 S - XL
(add $2.80 each for 2XL & 3XL) Minimum quantity: 4 per style

   COREMAX COMPRESSION SHORTS
•   Moisture wicking, odor resistant, stain release
•   80% polyester / 20% spandex
•  Available in tan only
•   Unisex sizes: XS/SM, MED/LG, XL/2XL, 3XL/4XL

UNACCWTASH   |  $14.75 XS - 4XL

   LONG SLEEVE COMPRESSION SHIRT
•   Moisture wicking, odor resistant, stain release
•   All seams flat-lock stitched
•   80% polyester / 20% spandex
•   Sizes Available: S - 3XL

UNACCWLS  |  $20.25 S - XL
(add $2.70 each for 2XL & 3XL) Minimum quantity: 4 per style

Always in stock. Always in stock.

Always in stock.Always in stock.



Purple Yellow  
Gold

Forest Green Dark Gold Navy Blue White Maroon Kelly  
Green

Royal 
Blue

Pink Red Black GraySilver 
Metallic

Gold 
Metallic

Orange

SHOULDER CORDS PRICES
SKU: SCBOSO 1-color Box $8.95

SKU: SCBOTC 2-color Box $10.95*

SKU: SCBOME Metallic Box $11.95

SKU: SCCISO 1-color Citation $10.95

SKU: SCCITC 2-color Citation $12.95*

SKU: SCCIME Metallic Citation $11.95

* On a 2-color Box or Citation Cord, if one 
color is metallic, add $0.75/pc.

Note
For citation cords, please specify gold or nickel 

tip color
For 2-color box cords, please specify outside color
For 2-color citation cords, please specify which 

color gets tip
All specialty cords, including 2-color cords, are 

custom and cannot be returned

AUSSIE HAT SIZE CHART
SIZES HAT SIZES INCHES
Small 63⁄8 - 63⁄4 197⁄8” - 211⁄8”

Medium 67⁄8 - 71⁄8 211⁄4” - 221⁄8”

Large 71⁄4 - 71⁄2 221⁄4” - 233⁄8”

XL 75⁄8 - 77⁄8 231⁄2” - 241⁄8”

AUSSIE HAT (w/colored nylon band) 

HTAU   |  $19.75*

AUSSIE HAT /sequin band

HTAU   |  $22.50*

* If adding silver or gold trim to Aussie hat, add 
$0.75/pc.  
Note: Aussie hats with gold or silver edge trim 
cannot be returned.

AUSSIE HAT ACCESSORIES
Black inner band  HAAHIB   |  $1.00

Nylon outer band HAHBNY  |  $1.00

Chin cord (white, black) HACC |  $0.75

Chin cord lock (white, black) HACL |  $0.75

Sequin Outer Hat Band (not shown) HAHBSE |  $3.00

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

•   Lid colors: black, white, red, green, purple,  
maroon, orange, brown, navy, gold, royal

•   Base colors: black, white
•  Min order 6. Ships within 7-10 days.

HASHCAPL   |  $10.95

•   Sturdy, white corrugated box with plas-
tic handle and flip-up top

•   Dimensions: 157⁄8” x 113⁄4” x 55⁄8”

HAAHBO   |  $3.50

•   100% wool, one size fits all
•   Colors: royal blue, black, burgundy, purple, 

forest green, ivory, kelly green, red, navy blue

HTBE   |  $9.25

Always in stock.
Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   AUSSIE HATS
•   Each hat includes with a chin cord with 

lock, an inner band for comfort and your 
choice of colored band. Sequin band can 
be purchased at additional cost.

•   Band colors: black, gold, kelly green,  
maroon, royal blue, white, purple, orange, 
navy blue, sky blue, forest green, red, pink.

•   Sequin band colors: forest green, royal blue, 
orange, kelly green, maroon, white, navy 
blue, silver, red, purple, gold, black 

   SHOULDER CORDS
•   Because of our in-house manufacturing facility, 

we’re able to create or duplicate virtually any 
style of shoulder cord. 

•   We stock the citation and box cords shown in 
the colors below.

   SHAKO CASE    AUSSIE HAT BOX    BERETS
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Front 
Snap

Side Snap

FRONT SNAP PONCHO  RWPONIFS   |  $7.50

SIDE SNAP PONCHO RWPONISS   |  $6.95

RAINWEAR

Fullsize hood

Always in stock.

   VINYL PONCHOS
•   One size fits all
•   Soft, pliable PVC poncho with hood
•   Two styles: front snap, side snap
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VINYL RAINCOAT SIZE CHART
Size S M L XL 2XL 3XL
Chest 36-38 40-44 46-48 50-52 54-56 58-60

Waist 32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48-50 52-54

Hip 39-41 43-45 47-49 53-55 57-59 61-63

Inseam 30 31 32 33 33 34

Neck 15 16 17 18 19 20

Sleeve 33 34 35 35 35 35

Fullsize  
hood with  
drawstring

Always in stock. Always in stock.

RWVINI  |  $10.55   RWER  |  $12.95   

   VINYL RAINCOATS
•   Full-length PVC raincoat with snap front closure and 

underarm vents
•   Pliable, heavyweight vinyl material is extremely durable
•   Large hood with drawstrings and pockets that hold a flip 

folder
•   Sizes: S-3XL (see size chart below)

   EMERGENCY RAINCOAT
•   One time use
•   Easily fits inside your pocket or backpack
•   Oversized hood with drawstring easily covers hats, helmets, 

or shakos (no plumes)
•   Elastic cuffs around the wrist

(PACK OF 10)

(SOLD AS A PACK OF 10)
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BAGS & CASES
Protect your uniform and equipment during travel with the very best garment bags, 
tote bags and plume cases. Most garment bags and tote bags can be imprinted with 
your school or team logo. Ask your authorized DSI retailer about customization for 
your next order.



* For a one-color imprint, add $35.00 for screen/art charge. Minimum: 15 
pcs  |  Imprint ink colors: white, orange, red, black, royal blue, silver grey, 
silver metallic, gold metallic, yellow

40” POLY-SOFT BAG

GBPS40NI   |  $10.95

40” POLY-SOFT BAG (with 1-color imprint) *

GBPS40IM   |  $12.95*

Always in stock.

   40” POLY-SOFT GARMENT BAGS
•   Strong, durable and pliable taffeta/polyester fabric with accessory pouch  

and ID window
•   One-piece construction allows for more room
•   Handle at top of bag for easy carrying
•   15” x 15” zippered shoe/accessory pouch
•   Ventilation hole for breathability
•   Can be imprinted with school name or logo
•   Dimensions: 25” x 40”
•   Colors: forest green, royal blue, maroon, kelly green, red, black,  

navy blue, gold, orange, purple

BAGS & CASES  |   51
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44” AERATOR

GBAMBSPNIBL   |  $14.50

44” AERATOR (with 1-color imprint) *

GBAMBSPIMBL   |  $16.50*

Breathable mesh back

Reinforced hanger hole 
in gusset

45” POLY-SOFT BAG

GBPS45WINIBL   |  $14.50

45” POLY-SOFT BAG (with 1-color imprint) *

GBPS45WIIMBL   |  $16.50*

65” POLY-SOFT BAG

GBPS65NIBL   |  $14.95

65” POLY-SOFT BAG (with 1-color imprint) *

GBPS65IMBL   |  $16.95*

Always in stock. Always in stock. Always in stock.

   65” POLY-SOFT  
GARMENT BAG

•   Strong, durable and pliable taffeta/polyester 
fabric with accessory pouch and ID window

•   Includes a second carrying handle at the 
bottom so the bag can be folded for easy 
carrying

•  Dimensions: 25” x 65”
•   Available in black only
•   One color imprint available

   45” WINGED POLY-SOFT  
GARMENT BAG

•    Durable 210 Denier PU-coated bag with 3” 
gusset around perimeter and ID window

•   Gusset reinforced around hanger hole
•   31” wide at top of bag, tapering to 25” wide 

at bottom
•   15” x 15” zippered shoe/accessory pouch
•   Ventilation holes for breathability
•   Available in black only
•   One color imprint available

   44” AERATOR  
GARMENT BAG

•     Sturdy 210 Denier PU-coated fabric with du-
rable, rhombus soft finish nylon mesh backing 
and ID window

•   Mesh shoe/accessory pouch included
•   Dimensions: 25” x 44”
•   Available in black only
•   One color imprint available



44” SOFTEK

GBPP44BL   |  $6.75

44” SOFTEK (with 1-color imprint) *

GBPP44BLIM   |  $8.75*
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1-color imprint available for most garment bags

Max imprint size for garment bags is 7” x 7”

$35.00 screen/art charge for new orders 

$15.00 screen/art charge for re-orders 

Minimum imprinted quantity: 15 pcs.Can also be embroidered!

Always in stock.

IMPRINT INK COLORS

White Orange Red

Black Royal Silver Grey

IMPRINT
YOUR

GARMENT
BAGS

ONLY $2.00 PER BAG

   44” SOFTEK GARMENT BAG
•      Combines the strength and durability of  

nylon but softer and available at a lower price
•   44” long x 25” wide, black only
•   Extremely soft, non-woven material
•   Water resistant
•   Grommet at the bottom of the bag allows 

circulation of air in and out
•   Can be imprinted (white ink only)
•   Can be embroidered

Silver 
Metallic

Gold  
Metallic

Yellow
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Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Dimensions: 65” x 25”

Dimensions: 52” x 25”

Dimensions: 40” x 25”

All DSI vinyl garment bags are heavy-duty, durable, high 
grade vinyl with ID window. Also includes a special hanger 
seam at the top of the bag which allows the zipper to fully 
close and ventilation holes for breathability.

Colors: black, frosty clear

   65” VINYL GARMENT BAG

GBVI65NI   |  $6.25

  52” VINYL GARMENT BAG

GBVI52NI   |  $5.95

  40” VINYL GARMENT BAG

GBVI40NI   |  $4.75
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One-color imprint on top panel
Maximum imprint size: 6” wide x 4” tall

|  $2.35/pc*

*Minimum: 15 pcs
Plus $35.00 Screen/Art Charge

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

 TOTE BAG IMPRINTING

   SHOE/SHAKO TOTE BAG
•      Designed to fit everything a band member needs: shoes, 

shako, gloves, water bottle, cellphone, etc
•   Heavy-duty 420 Denier black nylon bag with ID window, 

cellphone pocket and mesh water bottle pocket
•   Top compartment (17” x 13” x 10”) has a zippered top 

flap and hard, self-supporting floor which doesn’t allow it 
to collapse onto the shoe compartment

•   Shoe compartment (17” x 13” x 5”) has a zippered mesh 
closure and will accommodate shoes up to size 18

•   Adjustable shoulder strap with durable metal fasteners in 
addition to two carrying handles

•   Weight capacity: 15 lbs

SHACSST   |  $23.50

   SHOE/ACCESSORY TRAVEL TOTE
•      Heavy-duty black polyester bag with ID window and end 

pocket
•   Top compartment (16” x 11” x 7”) has a zippered top flap 

and hard, self-supporting floor which doesn’t allow it to 
collapse onto the shoe compartment

•   Shoe compartment (16” x 11” x 5”) has a zippered mesh 
closure and will accommodate shoes up to size 18

•   Adjustable shoulder strap with durable metal fasteners, 
in addition to two carrying handles

•   Weight capacity: 15 lbs

SHACSAT   |  $19.95
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PLUME CASE CART ONLY

HAPCTC   |  $27.95

Always in stock.

Always in stock.Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   105-PIECE PLUME CASE 
(13.75”) WITH CART

•   Easily transport your plumes with the built-in cart.
•   Lightweight, yet sturdy aluminum upright with high impact, 

10” x 10” plastic platform and handle.
•   Telescoping, 41” handle; upright and folding platform al-

low cart to fully collapse for easy storage.
•   Heavy-duty 3” plastic wheels with wheel guards.
•   Plume cases do not have to be removed from cart to access 

plumes.
•   Holds 105 plumes up to 13¾” long, including wire. 

HAPC10513C   |  $135.00 (includes cart)

   63-PIECE PLUME CASE 
(20”) WITH CART

•   Durable 420 Denier nylon bag with heavyweight, fiber-
board tubes

•   Holds 63 plumes up to 20” long, including wire
•   Zipper closures on both sides for easy access 

HAPC06320C   |  $111.35
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REPLACEMENT TUBE SETS

63-piece (13¾”)  HAPCTS06313   |  $58.50

63-piece  (15”) HAPCTS06315  |  $60.25

63-piece  (18”) HAPCTS06318 |  $64.00

105-piece (13¾”) HAPCTS10513 |  $94.00

63-piece (20”) HAPCTS06320 |  $78.30

Individual replacement tubes available. Call for details.

REPLACEMENT PLUME CASE BAGS

63-piece (13¾”)  HAPCBA06313   |  $25.25

63-piece  (15”) HAPCBA06315  |  $28.25

63-piece  (18”) HAPCBA06318 |  $31.50

105-piece (13¾”) HAPCBA10513 |  $39.50

63-piece (20”) HAPCBA06320 |  $35.50

Always in stock.Always in stock.

Always in stock.Always in stock.

Always in stock.Always in stock.

Always in stock.Always in stock. Always in stock.Always in stock.

   63-PIECE PLUME CASE (18”)
•   Holds 63 plumes up to 18” long,  

including wire
•  Weighs 14 lbs (empty)

HAPC06318   |  $89.95

   63-PIECE PLUME CASE (15”)
•   Holds 63 plumes up to 15” long,  

including wire
•  Weighs 12 lbs (empty)

HAPC06315   |  $81.00

   63-PIECE PLUME CASE (13.75”)
•   Holds 63 plumes up to 13¾” long,  

including wire
•  Weighs 11 lbs (empty)

HAPC06313   |  $66.25
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FIELD ACCESSORIES
Rehearsal is an essential part of every marching band program; and successful 
rehearsals require the proper field accessories. Take full advantage of your rehearsal 
time with DSI’s field accessories. They are heavy-duty and always in stock.
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Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   DOT BOOK HOLDER
•   Perfect for holding your dot book
•   Mesh front allows for quick and easy viewing
•   Private back zippered pocket large enough to 

hold pens, headphones, sun block, keys, etc.  
(does not include note pad or pens)

BGDBB   |  $4.95

   YARDLINE MARKERS
•    11” x 11”, free-standing triangular yardline markers have 

die-cut tabs and slots on bottom panels that allow them 
to be secured with weights or two long nails in windy 
conditions

•   Set includes 11 bright red durable plastic markers, 
numbered “G” (goal) through “50” then back to “G” in 
10-yard increments, imprinted with white ink on both 
sides

•   Nylon drawstring bag keeps markers organized and 
easy to carry

MAYM   |  $55.50

   DRILL MARKERS
•    Help your group learn new formations with these drill 

markers that work anywhere you practice
•   2¾” color-coded durable plastic markers are packaged 

50 or 100 per color in a nylon drawstring bag
•   Center hole allows for nail insertion to secure on field
•   Colors: red, yellow, light blue, royal blue, white

MADM50 (50 Piece Set)   |  $16.40

MADM100 (100 Piece Set)  |  $27.50

Always in stock.
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Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   BLEACHER COVER
•   Easy-to-clean, heavyweight vinyl material makes this  

bleacher cover the most durable on the market.
•   Five non-slip, adjustable nylon straps with heavy-duty 

buckles
•    Bleacher Covers can be imprinted with a 1-color school 

logo or design. Add $35.00 for screen/art charge and $2.35 
per imprint. Typically 5-6 imprints are printed on each 
bleacher cover, each where a person would sit. Minimum: 
15 imprints.

•   Dimensions: 15” wide x 15’ long
•   Max imprint size 7” wide x 5” high

BCBL   |  $29.95

   BLEACHER COVER BAG
•    Versatile, heavy-duty nylon bag holds up to five bleacher 

covers or can be used to carry music folios or other 
accessories

BCBA   |  $7.50
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Always in stock.
Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   THREE TONE ELECTRONIC WHISTLE
•    The sound of a whistle... at the push of a button!
•   Loud, consistent 105 dB whistle sound can be aimed in exact direction 

intended
•   Three different tones help distinguish different users
•   Two “AAA” batteries are included and produce more than 1,000 blasts

WHETT   |  $19.95

   WHISTLES
ACME Thunderer®, Nickel-plated, Black Plastic

WHACPL (Black Plastic)   |  $5.50

WHACME (Acme Nickel-plated)  |  $11.25

WHWICL (Windsor Clarion)  |  $4.15

   WHISTLE GUARDS
•    Colors: black, royal, white, red

WHGU   |  $2.50

   WHISTLE LANYARDS
•    Colors: white, green, navy, red, royal, 

gold, black

WHLA   |  $2.50
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1

3

4

PARTS AVAILABLE:
Mace chain (chrome only)  BAACMC   |  $48.00

Baton / Mace wrapping service  BAWS   |  $10.00 per cord or chain
Mace/signal baton dome (chrome only) BAACDM  |  $42.00 
Rubber tip (white, black) BAACRT |  $1.75

Colored Baton Cord BAACCO |  $22.00

Cord Colors Available: Black, green, gold, red, maroon, orange, purple, royal, white

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

2

   DRUM MAJOR BATONS

   1. ELITE MILITARY 
SIGNAL BATON

•   1” silver shaft 45’’ long

BA45   |  $219.00

•   1” silver shaft 49’’ long

BA49 |  $236.00

   3. TRADITIONAL 
DRUM MAJOR BATON

•   5⁄8” silver shaft 38’’ long

BA38   |  $104.00

•  5⁄8” silver shaft 41’’ long

BA41 |  $121.00

   2. ALL-AMERICAN 
MACE

•   1” shaft tapers down to 5⁄8”
•   Comes with chrome chain  

or two cords
•   Shaft color: black or white  

58” long

BA58   |  $225.00

   4. SUPERFLEX DRUM 
MAJOR BATON

•   5⁄8” white flexible shaft  
38” long

BA38SF   |  $98.00

All batons come with a cord color of your choice. Wrapping service available.
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Technique Class: Flag 
NOW AVAILABLE!

Develop your flag skills with Imbue  
Winterguard’s Shavon Garcia as she teaches 
you everything you need to know about 
flag basics, from weighting a flag, to tosses, 
and everything in-between.

Technique Class: Sabre 
NOW AVAILABLE!

Master the sabre with Rosie Queen  
as she covers the technique needed to spin 
and toss, as well as exercises designed to 
increase wrist flexibility and increase your 
sabre choreography options.

Technique Class: Rifle
NOW AVAILABLE!

Learn the fundamentals of rifle technique 
with Robby Jacobson as he covers the most 
basic spins, flourishes, and toss exercises 
that build skill, strength, and confidence.

Toss!
Seven of the top equipment designers and 
technicians teach you everything you need 
to know about flag, rifle, and sabre tosses, 
from the basics to the more challenging.

Join Carol Abohatab, choreographer 

for the Santa Clara Vanguard Winter 

Guard and a modern dance teacher  

for over 20 years. 

Warm Up 
This download demonstrates the  

connections between the breath,  

organs, muscles, and feelings to prepare 

you to move with an awareness and 

quality which dancers use everyday.

Technique Class 
Follow along with this movement class 

to work through your feet, legs, and 

spine. Plies, tendus, degages, ronde de 

jambs, leg swings, developpe, pirouettes, 

jumps, hinges, and more will take your 

dance program to the next level.

Across the Floor 
Learn everything you need to know 

about methods of travel, getting on and 

off the ground, turns, leaps, and jumps.

Top designers walk you through  

storyboarding a show, orchestrating 

for indoor percussion, program  

troubleshooting, and how to  

incorporate electronics into your show. 

Module 1:  Selecting a Program

Module 2:  Storyboarding a Show

Module 3:  Orchestrating for  
 Indoor Percussion

Module 4:  Visual Troubleshooting

Module 5:  Individual and Sectional  
 Troubleshooting

Module 6:  Ensemble  
 Troubleshooting  
 Techniques

Module 7:  Amplification

Module 8:  Sampling

Module 9:  Synthesizers

EQUIPMENT TECHNIQUE MOVEMENT TECHNIQUE PERCUSSION DESIGN

LE
A

R
N

EDUCATIONAL
DOWNLOADS
THE LATEST TECHNIQUE WITH WGI

WGI.ORG/DOWNLOADS
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Expert 
Educators

Multi-Level 
Curriculum

Impactful 
Leaders

Clinics for Students & Directors

High School Students

REGISTER TODAY & LEARN MORE AT SWCLINICS.COM!

HOSTED AT 
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY 

 JULY 7-12 
Drum Major Session 1 

 
JULY 9-12 

Drumline & Front Ensemble 
Flag & Rifle 

Section Leader 
Directors 

Drum Major
Section Leader
Drumline & Front 
Ensemble  

Flag & Rifle
Leadership 
Student Conductor
Mace & Signal 

Collegiate Students
Drum Major
Flag & Rifle 
Student Conductor 

Directors
Drill Design
Mace & Signal 

Directors
Directors
Drill Design 

Receive continuing 
education credit for 
directors courses 

Smith Walbridge Clinics hosts a DCI drum corps in 
residence July 8th & 9th! All students and directors will 

participate in a unique session with the staff and 
members of our 2019 feature DCI Drum Corps!

Drum Corps in Residence

JULY 12-14 
Leadership 

Mace & Signal Baton 
Student Conductor 

Drill Design 
 

JULY 14-19 
Drum Major Session 2 
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GUARD 
SHOES
Flexibility, durability, control. 
From the material that brought 
you the Ever-Dri gloves, here 
is a jazz shoe developed to 
maximize comfort -- indoor 
and outdoor. The Ever-Jazz 
shoe was designed specifically 
for guards by those immersed 
in the guard industry, and is 
built to last. Its split sole design 
provides both control and 
ultimate flexibility while fitting 
your foot as well as our  
Ever-Dri gloves fit your hands. 



Colors available: Black, Tan
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Machine 
Washable

Always in stock.

   EVER-JAZZ SHOES
The Ever-Jazz shoe was developed for dancers by dancers.  
Whether you perform on the field or in the gym the Ever-
Jazz is designed to last.  The split sole gives you the ultimate 
flexibility while fitting your foot like a glove.  The Ever-Jazz is 
made from the same material as our popular Ever-Dri gloves 
which means they are 100% washable so you can keep your 
shoes looking like new!

SHEJ   |  $35.95

Womens Medium Sizes:  3 - 16 (whole sizes only)
Mens Medium Sizes:  1 - 14 (whole sizes only)

* For a better fit, please order down to the 
   closest 1/2 size of your normal shoe size.
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Women’s Medium:  |  4½-13 (full and half sizes), 14, 15
Women’s Wide:  7-15 (full sizes only)
Men’s Medium:  |  2½-11 (full and half sizes), 12, 13
Men’s Wide  |  5-13 (full sizes only)

* When ordering, SIZE DOWN one full size  
from your normal shoe size to ensure the correct fit.

   STARLITE 2 SHOE
November competitions and outdoor winter 
guard warm-ups bring dread to color guards 
wearing traditional studio jazz shoes. Feel the 
music, not the pavement! 
Designed with the color guard foot in mind, the 
StarLite 2 dance boot has the comfort of a studio 
shoe with the rugged durability of a jazz sneaker. 
Thanks to its protected split sole and durable 
Napa upper, this shoe is optimal for rugged 
outdoor use and offers maximum flexibility for in-
door use. Custodians appreciate the non-marking 
rubber soles, and members love the reinforced 
heel, toe, and sides. It’s tough to chasse when 
you’re tripping over laces! Elastic side inserts 
offer slip-on, slip-off ease and eliminate the need 
for laces. The snug fit reinforces your arches: 
pointed, forced, or flexed; the cushioned insoles 
make landing on any surface feel like turf.

SHST2   |  $29.25

NOW AVAILABLE IN WIDE SIZES

Always in stock.

Colors available: Black, Tan



   SHOE SPRAY
Cover up those small nicks and 
scratches or completely change the 
color of your footwear for a custom 
look. Choose from a variety of colors 
that will complement your uniforms.

DARK BROWN #006

MEDIUM BROWN #005

LIGHT BROWN #004

Finally, an easy way to make your shoes appear invisible
It’s been a common problem for years. Your shoes really stand out because there is such a con-
trast between your skin tone and the color of the shoes. Finally, there’s an easy way to keep the 
focus of your performance on you and not your feet. 
The “skin tone matched” shoe spray from DSI is easily applied to any guard or dance shoe to 
make your shoes appear “invisible” on your feet. No preparer is necessary when applying to the 
Ever-Jazz shoes. Just spray and go!

MATCH YOUR 
SKIN TONE
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4.5 oz can SHACNL045 $11.95

Always in stock.

Over 40 additional colors available in 4.5 oz. cans which must be  
purchased in cases of 12 cans. Visit dshowcase.com for all color options.



Meet the World Class, best-selling rifle in the industry! Living up to their name, the Elite rifle series  

outperforms and outsells competitors year after year, and it is clear why.

Dependable. Elite rifles are used by the world’s top drum corps, winter guards and marching bands.

Personalized. The Official Rifle of WGI has a variety of options in sizing, accessory color, and strap material, 

allowing you to outfit your rifle line with a product that will challenge them. From the original Elite 4, to our 

“twixter” hybrids (Elite 2 & 5), to the harder-skinned Elite Pro’s, this series outperforms the rest because it offers 

exactly what your color guard needs.
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RIFLES
Elite rifles are the industry’s best selling 
rifles. The Official Rifles of WGI, count 
on DSI rifles to be perfectly weighted and 
balanced. 



   KEY FEATURES
•   Made from high density polyethylene, which is stress-crack and  

impact resistant, as well as recyclable
•   One-piece molded construction, no seam to split apart
•   Each rifle is perfectly balanced, eliminating the need to add weights
•   Equipped with leather strap and end pads
•   End pads are stapled to rifle so they won’t fall off
•   No taping required
•   Guaranteed against breakage under normal use
•   Choose from black or white leather strap and silver, black or gold bolt

   ELITE PRO
•   36” w/leather strap  

Approx. weight: 2.1 lbs.
•   39” w/leather strap approx. weight 2.4lbs

RIPRO771   |  $57.50

RIPRO776   |  $59.75
Always in stock.

VIRTUALLY  
UNBREAKABLE

Our popular Elite rifles 
are now available in high 
impact plastic. Spin them 
on grass or concrete and 

have confidence they won’t 
break.
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THE BEST SELLING RIFLES

   ELITE RIFLES
•   Elite 2, 3, 4, 5 always in stock
•   Perfectly balanced
•   Available taped or un-taped

Always in stock.

AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

Elite Rifles are proudly used by more drum 
corps, winter guard, high schools & colleges 

than any other rifle.

Size  |  36” / 37.5” / 39”
Bolt Color  |  Silver / Black / Gold
Strap  |  No Strap / Black or White Leather / Black Web

Of f icial Rif le of

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Methyl 
Isobutyl Ketone (MIBK), which are known to the State of California to 
cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more 
information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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Unpainted Plain Stock (34”)  RI702U  |  $20.70

Plain Stock (34”) RI702 |  $21.70  

  

A

E
C

D

A. Leather strap kit, white or black RASTKLE   |  $10.45  
 (includes strap, O’rings & clips, fasteners, and screws)

B. Black web strap kit (not shown) RASTWEBL  |  $3.95    
 (includes strap, O’rings & clips, and screws)

C.	 Rifle	bolt	(6¾” in black, silver or gold) RARBL |  $6.10  
 (specify for wooden or plastic rifle)

D. End pad, white or black (for #770 - #777) RAPA |  $0.90  
E. Butt plate, white or black (specify rifle) RABPRE |  $0.90  

PRICING GUIDE

Always in stock.

   STRAPPING TAPE
½”  RATASTHI   | $5.50 
1”  RATASTOI   | $7.50 
2”  RATASTTI   | $10.25

WATCH
Learn how to properly tape your Elite Rifle to prevent cracking or breaking.
Visit:  YouTube.com/dshowcase

    VINYL TAPE
1”  TAVI0166   | $4.25

Always in stock.

ELITE 3 (36”)
NO STRAP  RI770   |  $30.25 
LEATHER STRAP RI771  |  $36.50  
BLACK WEB STRAP RI772 |  $33.00 

ELITE 4 (39”)
NO STRAP  RI775   |  $33.00 
LEATHER STRAP RI776  |  $39.50  
BLACK WEB STRAP RI777 |  $36.00 

ELITE 5 (37.5”)
NO STRAP  RI780   |  $33.00 
LEATHER STRAP RI781  |  $39.50  
BLACK WEB STRAP RI782 |  $36.00 

ELITE 2 (39”)
NO STRAP  RI765   |  $31.70 
LEATHER STRAP RI766  |  $38.25  
BLACK WEB STRAP RI767 |  $34.70 

ELITE 3 (36”)
NO STRAP  RI770T   |  $41.25 
LEATHER STRAP RI771T  |  $47.50 
BLACK WEB STRAP RI772T |  $44.00 

ELITE 4 (39”)
NO STRAP  RI775T   |  $44.00 
LEATHER STRAP RI776T  |  $50.50 
BLACK WEB STRAP RI777T |  $47.00 

ELITE 5 (37.5”)
NO STRAP  RI780T   |  $44.00 
LEATHER STRAP RI781T  |  $50.50  
BLACK WEB STRAP RI782T |  $47.00 

ELITE 2 (37.5”)
NO STRAP  RI765T   |  $42.70 
LEATHER STRAP RI766T  |  $49.25 
BLACK WEB STRAP RI767T |  $45.70

Always in stock.

   UN-TAPED RIFLE PRICING

   RIFLE ACCESSORIES

   PRE-TAPED RIFLE PRICING



ARC1

I recommend the Arc 1 to any colorguard 
director who’s looking for a very sleek 
piece of equipment that their students can 
adapt to very quickly. At Flower Mound 
we used the Arc 1 to train our entire guard 
on weapon- and I believe the design 
of it really allowed our students to be 
successful!

- William Martin 
Color Guard Director Flower Mound High School

Meet the Arc 1. This “non-weapon” twirling prop is a great alternative for programs operating under more re-

strictive school codes, or for guards who want to add a fresh and modern look to their performance. The Arc 1’s 

new unique and modern design includes a more contoured shape and a rounded end minus the bolt and strap, 

making it feel like a rifle without looking like one. The bottom line: the Arc 1 delivers the same function, feeling, 

and fierce appearance as our rifles.

The new Arc 1 is more contoured than a traditional rifle 
and features a rounded end for a more unique look. 
Available in 37.5” length and no strap, this “non-weapon” 
twirling prop is a great alternative for strict school codes.
 

RIARC137 (37.5”)   |  $25.70

The “Arc 1” is considered a “legal piece of equipment” which 
qualifies towards WGI “equipment time” requirements. 

Always in stock.Always in stock.
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   COMPACT EQUIPMENT BAG
•  Designed for individuals to carry rifles, sabres, gloves, and swing flags
•   Carry your rifles and sabres on the bus safely
•   Protect your equipment by keeping it separated in different pouches 
•  Zipper pouch extends across the top of the bag and down one side
•   Access the second pouch using the flap on the rear side of the bag
•   Small zippered pouch on the front can hold gloves and maintenance tools
•   Reinforced at one end for extra durability

PABARS42RB   |  $25.95

Always in stock.

42” EQUIPMENT BAGS

   42” SUPER STRENGTH EQUIPMENT BAG
•   Designed and engineered specifically to transport rifles 

and sabres
•   Premium 1680 Denier equipment bag with  

heavy-duty, end-to-end zipper and ID window
•   Large main compartment (42” x 8” x 12”) and  

4 zippered side pockets
•   Padded, adjustable shoulder strap with durable metal  

fasteners, in addition to two carrying handles
•   Holds 10-12 rifles or 15-20 sabres

PABAEQ42SS   |  $47.00

Always in stock.

COLORS AVAILABLE:

BlackBlue Neon Pink Lime Green

NEW
FOR 2019



SABRES

The DSI Excalibur is the

Nice to know companies 
stand by what they make 
and sell. Great experience.

- Scott B.

The Excalibur Sabre is the 
only sabre on the market with 
a Limited Lifetime Warranty. 
No other company puts enough 
trust into their product as 
DSI. Used by top drum corps 
and competitive high school 
bands around the country, look 
no further than DSI sabres 
when choosing sabres for your 
guard.
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

36” Excalibur  SAEX36   | $134.95 
39” Excalibur  SAEX39   | $146.95 

   EXCALIBUR 
SABRE

•   Made from Japanese stainless steel
•   Perfectly balanced
•   Tapered blade
•   Interchangeable parts

The Only Sabre with a Limited Lifetime Warranty

In Medieval legend, Excalibur represented the most honorable achievement and 
idea of glory that a knight could ever obtain. The sword symbolized strength, desire, 
and dependability. In fact, it was fate for the one who could acquire Excalibur to rule 
the Kingdom of England. While we can’t promise the fulfillment of a prophecy, nor 
can we legally offer the reign of a country, we CAN promise a sabre that possesses 
the same qualities as its namesake.  The Excalibur, used by world class groups such 
as Onyx and the Blue Devils, promises a durable and beautiful product that will stand 
the test of time. In fact, we believe in this sabre so much that we have guaranteed its 
quality for life. Spin the Official Sabre of WGI. Spin a sabre that will work as hard as 
you. Spin Excalibur.

Always in stock.



The Samurai Sabre was developed 
with a new handle and blade design 

to look, feel and spin like our Spanish-
style, Excalibur Sabre.

STYLE 32”  36”  39” 32” BLADE ONLY 36” BLADE ONLY 39” BLADE ONLY

White $48.50  
(SKU: SASA32WH)

$56.50  
(SKU: SASA36WH)

$63.50  
(SKU: SASA39WH)

$32.95  
(SKU: SASABL32WH)

$40.25  
(SKU: SASABL36WH)

$47.50  
(SKU: SASABL39WH)

White padded $56.50  
(SKU: SASA32WP)

$63.50  
(SKU: SASA36WP)

$70.50  
(SKU: SASA39WP)

$40.25  
(SKU: SASABL32WP)

$47.50  
(SKU: SASABL36WP)

$54.95  
(SKU: SASABL39WP)

Stainless steel $45.50  
(SKU: SASA32SS)

$51.25  
(SKU: SASA36SS)

$58.75  
(SKU: SASA39SS)

$30.25  
(SKU: SASABL32SS)

$37.50  
(SKU: SASABL36SS)

$45.50  
(SKU: SASABL39SS)

SAMURAI SABRES
•   Excellent for the experienced guard member, as well as a durable starter sabre for 

beginners
•   Handle and blade are virtually indestructible and will not break
•   All blades are interchangeable and have padded tips
•   Handles are available in white only
•   Three blade lengths: 32”, 36”, 39”
•   Three blade styles: stainless steel, plain white, padded white

Always in stock.
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   EXCALIBUR SABRE PARTS
A. Metal hilt SAEXACHILT   |  $36.95  
B. Black plastic handle SAEXACBPH  |  $4.95   
C. Ring (fits over plastic handle) SAEXACMR |  $5.75  
D. Clear tip SAEXACTIC |  $0.85  
E. Straight Metal Handle SAEXACSMH |  $17.50  
F. Metal screw SAEXACSC |  $4.95  
G. 36” blade only (not shown) SAEXBL36 |  $93.25  
H. 39” blade only (not shown) SAEXBL39 |  $107.50  

A

B

C

D

E

F

SABRE REPLACEMENT PARTS

Always in stock.

   HILT GUARD
•   Made from a tough polyurethane material 

designed to withstand rugged use
•   Installs quickly and securely
•   Fits most Spanish style sabres.
•   Only weighs 1.2 oz, allowing it to be left on 

during performances without affecting balance

SAEXACHG   |  $11.50

   SAMURAI SABRE PARTS
A.  Handle SASAHAWH   |  $29.95  
B. White tips (includes one SATI  |  $2.50/set   
 small tip and one large tip)

C. Screws SASC |  $4.50/pr 

A

B

C

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

(When purchased at the same time as the sabre, the hilt 
guard price is $4.75 )



They were worn in the 
rain and used every day 
for at least 2 hours a day 
Monday thru Friday. No 
signs of wear and now 
they are starting winter 
guard. I feel she’ll be able 
to wear them for 2 years.

- M. Browne
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   EVER-DRI GLOVES
•   Moisture-wicking, quick-drying material keeps hands 

drier during performances
•   Anti-odor, machine-washable material allows gloves to 

stay clean and fresh
•   Designed specifically for color guards, with padding 

placed in strategic areas to prevent injuries and maxi-
mize comfort and grip.

•   Elastic wristband with adjustable hook & loop closure 
for a tighter, more secure fit

GLEDNF  |  $15.50  XS - XL

Always in stock.

EVER-DRI GLOVES

Colors available: Black, Tan

The glove that changed the industry. The Ever-Dri glove was the first (and still the best) 
washable color guard glove on the market. Protect your hands while keeping them dry. 

The Ever-Dri gloves are the Official Gloves of WGI.

AN
TIM

ICROBIAL

ANTIMICROB
IA
L

NOW WITH
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GUARD WEAR
DSI guard wear combines beauty, style, and customization with the quickest turnaround 
times. Every DSI guard outfit can be customized and ships within 4 weeks.  Enjoy the 
style you are looking for in less time at a great price.
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RADIANCE 
IN-STOCK 
TUNIC

NEW
FOR 2019
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ORDER TODAY,  
GET IT TOMORROW *
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IN-STOCK & READY TO SHIP

Always in stock.

   RADIANCE COLLECTION

DSI is proud to introduce three tunics available 
for immediate shipment. The sequined upper 
and sleeves create effective shine. The angled 
lower of the tunic helps create long lines and 
adds a touch of elegance to the costume. All 
tunics feature the same quality fabrics and 
construction as our made-to-order garments.

The yoke is sparkle sequin with a stretch velvet 
bodice and a matching lycra trim.

Size Chart B

* Prices shown are for sizes 30-44. For sizes 
46-54, add $10.00.

SKU: GURATU    |  $83.00

COLOR OPTIONS

GoldSilverBlack

* ORDER TODAY, GET IT TOMORROW - Orders ship from Ligonier, Indiana 
via FedEx. Only certain shipping zones will receive ground shipments within 
one business day. To guarantee next day delivery, please ask your authorized 
DSI retailer about the next day shipping option. Additional shipping charges 
may apply.

NEW
FOR 2019
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Color: Red

Color: Yellow

Color: Royal
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   LUMINOUS COLLECTION

Power and command intermix with 
minimalistic delicacy in this unique design. 
Elegant, styled lines and sequined outlines help 
to make this costume shine while a delicate  
flutter skirt in the front and back add a unique 
texture to the appearance. This modest unitard 
comes in an array of bright colors and is easy 
to coordinate. Additionally, it features a lined 
bodice for ultimate comfort and wear.

The yoke is sparkle sequin and the sides are 
lycra. The middle bodice, legs, and neck are 
stretch velvet and the skirt is mesh. 

COLOR OPTIONS

YellowWhite

TealRoyalRedPurplePink

OrangeNavyLimeKelly GreenGold

CharcoalBurgundyBrownBlackAqua

Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 
46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

SKU: GULUUN    |  $138.00
Color: Black

Color: White

NEW
FOR 2019
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Color: Black

Color: Burgundy

Color: Charcoal90  |   COLOR GUARD



COLOR OPTIONS

YellowWhite

TealRoyalRedPurplePink

OrangeNavyLimeKelly GreenGold

CharcoalBurgundyBrownBlackAqua

   OPULENT COLLECTION

Command attention in this sharp, modern 
costume. The sleek shape and pattern create 
a modern look; an ultimate go-to for any 
production. The clean, sequined outline creates 
a slimming effect making it suitable for a 
variety of body types. This unitard features a 
lined collar with binding on the neck and arm 
openings. And with the variety of rich colors to 
choose from, your guard is sure to receive the 
attention they deserve.

The yoke and sides are sparkle sequin and the 
middle bodice & legs are stretch velvet with a 
metallic lycra trim.

Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 
46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

SKU: GUOPUN    |  $120.00

Below the elbow mitts    |  $23.80

SKU: GAMIOPBSSColor: Purple

Color: Royal

NEW
FOR 2019
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Color: Red

Color: Aqua

Color: Black
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COLOR OPTIONS

YellowWhite

TealRoyalRedPurplePink

OrangeNavyLimeKelly GreenGold

CharcoalBurgundyBrownBlackAqua

   GLAMOROUS COLLECTION

This is the perfect dress designed to complement 
any musical selection. The elegant full skirt 
fills a space with color. Each dress features a 
lined bodice, attached shorts, and bound arm 
openings for comfort and wearability. Choose 
to pair with coordinating arm mitts for a 
performance-ready look. 

The yoke is sparkle sequin and the skirt is 
stretch knit. Metallic lycra trim.

Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

SKU: GUGLDR    |  $130.00

Over the elbow mitts    |  $27.00

SKU: GAMIGLASS

Color: Black

Color: Purple Color: Pink Color: Royal

NEW
FOR 2019
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Allure  
COLLECTION

Color: White

Color: Red
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ALLURE COLLECTION PRICING
Allure Dress with Standard back and
Velvet Capri Leggings |  $128.00

Allure Dress with Full Design back and
Velvet Capri Leggings |  $140.00 
Cuffs - Below the Elbow |  $10.00/PAIR
Cuffs - Above the Elbow |  $14.00/PAIR

* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 
46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

Color: Orange Color: Dior

   ALLURE COLLECTION

Classic design with gorgeous detailing and 
multiple textures help flatter a variety of body 
types. Pair with arm cuffs for a polished, 
performance ready look. 

The yoke is sparkle sequin and stretch velvet 
with a metallic lycra trim and the skirt is 
lightweight stretch knit.

Standard back Full Design back
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SPARKLE SEQUIN COLORS

White

Yellow

Pink Red

Plum

Dior

Orange

Teal

Gold



Angled royal tunic
Long sleeve mesh yoke
Black trim

Exquisite 
COLLECTION

Angled black tunic
Sequin long sleeve yoke
Matching trim
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Angled green tunic
Sequin sleeveless yoke
Black trim

Angled orange tunic
Sequin short sleeve yoke
Black trim

Angled red tunic
Sequin sleeveless yoke
Black trim

Angled purple tunic
Mesh short sleeve yoke
Black trim
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Red Male tunic
Sequin sleeveless yoke
Black  trim

Straight white tunic
Sequin sleeveless yoke
Matching trim

NEW
FOR 2019
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Red Male tunic
Sequin sleeveless yoke
Black  trim

Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

FABRIC OPTIONS

Sequin

Yellow

White

Teal

Royal

Red

Purple

Plum

Pink

Orange

Navy

Lime

Kelly Green

Gold

Charcoal

Burgundy

Brown

Blk/Silver

Black

Aqua

Mesh
   EXQUISITE COLLECTION

The Exquisite Collection is a stunning outfit for 
your color guard when a quick turnaround is 
required. Available in a wide variety of fabric 
and color options the Exquisite Collection ships 
in just 4 weeks!

Ordering the Exquisite Collection is easy. 
Select the bodice fabric and color, matching or 
contrasting trim, sleeve length and style, and 
hem cut. Don’t forget to order the pants!

Lycra

SLEEVELESS SKU: GUEXTUSL    |  $68.00

SHORT SLEEVE SKU: GUEXTUSS    |  $73.00

LONG SLEEVE SKU: GUEXTULS    |  $78.00

Male Top available in same options and prices
as listed above.

Pants, Leggings, and Boy Cut Shorts available
See page 113 for more information

Velvet

1. BODICE FABRIC OPTIONS
Lycra
Stretch Velvet

4. SLEEVE STYLE
Sleeveless
Short Sleeve
Long Sleeve

* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

3. YOKE (AND SLEEVE) FABRIC OPTIONS
Sparkle Sequin
Stretch Mesh

2. TRIM STYLE
Matching trim
Contrasting (black) trim

5. BOTTOM HEM CUT
Angled
Straight
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Shimmer  
COLLECTION

Sleeveless key hole red 
bodice with red trim
Black skirt with capri pants

Cap sleeve key hole bodice

Sleeveless scoop neck bodice100  |   COLOR GUARD



White Silver RedBlack Silver Black

Aqua PinkRoyal Purple

Burgundy YellowNavy

Orange LimeGold Teal

White Silver RedBlack Silver Black

Aqua PinkRoyal Purple

Burgundy YellowNavy

Orange LimeGold Teal

Red PurpleRoyal Black

Burgundy Orange

  SHIMMER COLLECTION

Any options, any color combination, one price!  
Ordering is easy... just select one of each from 
the following options:

SKU: GUSHI    |  $99.00

Sleeveless criss cross purple 
bodice with purple trim
Black skirt with capri pants

1. BODICE STYLE
Scoop Neck
Key Hole
Criss Cross

2. SLEEVE STYLE
Sleeveless
Cap Sleevess

3. BODICE COLOR
(Sparkle Sequin)

6. PANT STYLE
(Sewn Into Outfit)
Boy Cut Shorts
Capri Pants

4. TRIM COLOR
(Metallic Lycra)

5. SKIRT COLOR
(Stretch Knit)

Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.
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COLOR PALETTE: AQUA
(A) Silver multi-sequin over aqua metallic 
lycra
(B) Silver metallic lycra swirl and trim
(C) Aqua sparkle sequin
(D) Aqua glitter sheer over aqua metallic 
lycra
(E) Aqua glitter sheer
(F) Aqua stretch velvet pants (attached) 
(G) OPTIONAL aqua cuffs

Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

Glitter Sheer Sparkle Sequin Metallic Lycra Stretch Velvet

BOOTLEG UNITARD:  |  $134.95

CAPRI UNITARD:   |  $129.95 

CUFFS (OPTIONAL):  |  $10.50

COLOR PALETTE AQUA

SWIRL COLLECTION
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Black Palette with 
Gold Multi-Sequin 
Mesh and Gold Swirl

Royal Palette 
with Gold 
Multi-Sequin 
Mesh and Gold 
Swirl

Purple Palette with 
Gold Multi-Sequin 
Mesh and Gold Swirl

SWIRL COLLECTION
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Royal Palette 
with Silver 
Multi-Sequin 
Mesh and 
Silver Swirl

Red Palette 
with Silver 
Multi-Sequin 
Mesh and 
Silver Swirl

White Silver 
Palette with 
Silver Multi-Se-
quin Mesh and 
Silver Swirl
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Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B
* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

Glitter Sheer

White Silver

Pink

Red

Burgundy

Orange

Yellow

Lime

Kelly

Teal

Aqua

Royal

Navy

Purple

Black

Sparkle Sequin Metallic Lycra Stretch Velvet

A

B
C

C

E

F

D

STEP 1 | SELECT A COLOR PALETTE
Choose from the swatch colors below

STEP 2 | SELECT A MULTI-SEQUIN MESH COLOR
(sewn over panel A)

STEP 3 | SELECT THE COLOR OF THE SWIRL AND TRIM
(Panel B)

MULTI-SEQUIN MESH

METALLIC LYCRA (FOR TRIM)

SWIRL COLLECTION PRICES
CAPRI UNITARD BOOTLEG UNITARD SWIRL CUFFS (PAIR)
$129.95 $134.95 $10.50

SKU: GUSWUNCA SKU: GUSWUNBL SKU: GASWCU
Add-on $10.00 for oversize  (chest 46-50, waist 39-43). 

Silver Gold

Silver Gold

HOW TO ORDER SWIRL COLLECTION



Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

   SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION
Top  GUSCTO   |  $64.30*

Tunic GUSCTU  |  $67.40*

* Prices shown are for sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-50,  
add $10.00.
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.
For available pants options please see page 113

   SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION  
ACCESSORIES (STRETCH VELVET)

Mitts (above elbow)  GASSMI   |  $12.70*/pr*
Cuffs GACUAO  |  $8.85*/pr*
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

Keyhole back with tie closure
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   TAKE CENTER STAGE
Spotlight your performers in sparkle sequin, stretch mesh, lycra and stretch velvet. 
Elegant tunics and tops are trimmed with lycra and accented by a keyhole back 
with tie closure.

Sparkle Sequin

Lycra

Mesh

Dark PinkGold AquaTangerine RoyalRed Bright PurpleBurgundy Pewter Black
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Contemporary 
angular lines 
create a modern 
appearance  
with maximum 
impact

RHINESTONE PIN
GADTRP  |  $6.95

Diamond tunics are available in 
two styles and virtually an un-
limited number of color combi-
nations, allowing for complete 
customization. Sleeve options 
include sleeveless, cap, elbow 
length and long. Fabrics avail-
able are sparkle sequin, matte 
lycra and stretch velvet.

Royal Tunic 2
Long Sleeve
Dance Pants

Since all Diamond Tunics are made to order, they are not returnable
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TONE ON TONE

Yellow Tunic 1
Cap Sleeve
Dance Pants

Black Tunic 2
Long Sleeve
Flared Boot 
Leg Pants

Pink Tunic 1
Elbow Sleeve
Flared Boot 
Leg Pants

Red Tunic 2
Cap Sleeve
Flared Boot 
Leg Pants

Since all Diamond Tunics are made to order, they are not returnable
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Teal/Teal/Gold  
Tunic 2
Elbow Sleeve
Dance Pants

Red/Black/Gold 
Tunic 1
Cap Sleeve
Flared Boot Leg 
Pants

Royal/Royal/
White Silver 
Tunic 1
Long Sleeve
Flared Boot Leg 
Pants

Red/White/
White Silver 
Tunic 2
Cap Sleeve
Flared Boot 
Leg Pants

CONTRASTING COLORS

Since all Diamond Tunics are made to order, they are not returnable
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Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

Royal Diamond 
Male Short 
Sleeve  
Shirt 2.

Red/Black/Gold 
Diamond Male 
Short Sleeve 
Shirt 1.

MALE TOPS HOW TO ORDER DIAMOND TUNICS

Sparkle
Sequin

White Silver

Black Silver

Black

Red

Orange

Gold

Lime

Teal

Aqua

Royal

Purple

Pink

Burgundy

Navy

Yellow

Matte
Lycra

Metallic
Lycra

Stretch
Velvet

A

A

A

A

B

B

A

B

A

A

A

B

C

C

A

A

A

A

B

B

A

B

A

A

A

B

C

C

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

A

C

C

B

B

B

B

B

A

A

A

A

A

C

C

TUNIC 1

TUNIC 2

SLEEVELESS

SLEEVELESS

ELBOW 
SLEEVE

ELBOW 
SLEEVE

LONG 
SLEEVE

LONG 
SLEEVE

FRONT

FRONT

BACK

BACK

CAP SLEEVE

CAP SLEEVE

STEP 1 | SELECT TUNIC AND SLEEVE 
LENGTH
Choose tunic 1 or tunic 2 and desired sleeve length

STEP 2 | SELECT TUNIC FABRICS 
AND COLORS
Choose the tunic fabrics and colors 
for area “A” (velvet or matte lycra), area 
“B” (velvet or matte lycra) and area “C” 
(sequin, velvet or matte lycra)

(SHORT SLEEVE)

GUMTDIS  |  $78.45*

(LONG SLEEVE)

GUMTDIL  |  $81.65*

* Minimum: 4 pieces per 
style per color. * Minimum: 4 pairs per style per color.

 MITTS - BELOW ELBOW
Sparkle Sequin  GAMIDTBSS   |  $23.80*/pr
All other fabrics GAMIDTBAO  |  $12.00*/pr

 MITTS - ABOVE ELBOW
Sparkle Sequin  GAMIDTASS   |  $27.00*/pr
All other fabrics GAMIDTAAO  |  $12.70*/pr

                TUNIC 1  TUNIC 2

Sleeveless  $72.20* GUTUDI1SL   GUTUDI2SL
Cap Sleeve  $75.35* GUTUDI1CS   GUTUDI2CS
Elbow Length Sleeve  $78.50* GUTUDI1ES   GUTUDI2ES
Long Sleeve  $81.65* GUTUDI1LS   GUTUDI2LS

 RHINESTONE PIN

GADTRP   |  $6.95

* Prices shown are for tunic sizes 28-44. 
For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.  
* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

Note: Fabric colors shown are close 
representations of actual material colors. 
However, actual fabric colors may vary.

* Minimum: 4 pairs per style per color.



Unitard Care Instructions: Machine wash 
warm, air dry. Do not iron or bleach.

•   Sleeveless, spandex unitard with scoop neck
•   Colors: black, tan
•   Sizes: S-3XL
•   82% nylon, 18% spandex

GUUNT   |  $37.95

Always in stock.

TANK UNITARD

Note Due to health regulations, most garments 
are not returnable

   HELPFUL HINTS!
•   If your color guard or dance line is wearing a fitted garment and 

you’re looking for ways to smooth and shape their bodies, we 
recommend purchasing this seamless, heavy-duty lycra tank unitard 
to be worn underneath. 

•   You should purchase the unitard one size smaller than the student’s 
costume size. This will provide the student an overall smoother and 
slimmer look and assist in masking underwear lines, etc.

•   If your costume is light in color, we recommend the tan/nude 
unitard; if the costume is dark or you have performers with a darker 
skin tone, we recommend the black unitard.
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Ships in 4 Weeks. Size Chart B

MADE TO ORDER PANTS |  
SELECT PANT STYLE, FABRIC AND COLOR
Choose your color of flared boot leg or dance pants in velvet or matte lycra fabrics

   FLARED BOOT  
LEG PANTS

GUPAFBL   |  $44.20*

   CAPRI PANTS

GUPAC   |  37.70*

   LEGGINGS

GUPAL   |  38.70*

   DANCE PANTS

GUPADL   |  $42.85*

   MALE PANTS

GUMP   |  $43.00*

   BOY CUT 
SHORTS

GUPASHBC   |  $22.50*

* Prices shown are for pant sizes 21-37. For sizes 39-43, add $10.00.* Minimum: 4 pieces per style per color.

Note: Fabric colors shown are close representations of actual material colors. However, 
actual fabric colors may vary.

White 
Silver

Black 
Silver Black Red Orange Gold Lime Teal Aqua Royal Purple Pink Burgundy Navy Yellow

Matte
Lycra

Stretch
Velvet

Matte
Lycra

Stretch
Velvet
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Check out DSI’s new 
“preview before you 
buy” feature on all of 

our in-stock flags. Now 
you can see what every 

flag will look like 
spinning on the field 
before ordering. Visit 
dshowcase.com and 

click on any flag to see 
a preview of the flag in 

action. 
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Denotes in stock flag

Denotes clearance flag

Denotes new for 2019 flag

FLAGS & ACCESSORIES

NEW
FOR 2019
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IN-STOCK FLAGS N
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36” x 54”  FLST771903   
| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771905   
| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771904   
| $39.95 36” x 54”  FLST771907   

| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771906   
| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771908   
| $39.95 

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019
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IN-STOCK FLAGS

36” x 54”  FLSTH71911   
| $44.95 

36” x 54”  FLSTH71909   
| $44.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771902   
| $40.95 

36” x 54”  FLSTH71912   
| $44.95 

36” x 54”  FLSTH71910   
| $44.95 

36” x 54”  FLSTH71913   
| $44.95 IN

-S
TO

C
K

 F
LA

G
S

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019



Always in stock.
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Flag colors shown are close representations of actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 54”  FLST771801   
| $41.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771803   
| $36.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771809   
| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771808   
| $35.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771810   
| $33.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771901   
| $40.75 

N
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0

1
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NEW
FOR 2019
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

IN-STOCK FLAGS

36” x 54”  FLST771807   
| $36.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771805   
| $42.50 

36” x 54”  FLST771804   
| $36.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771806   
| $34.00 

THIS FLAG  
HAS A CLEAR  
PANEL IN THE 

CENTER

36” x 54”  FLST771204   
| $36.00 



Always in stock.
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 54”  FLST771811   
| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771813   
| $39.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771814   
| $42.50 

36” x 54”  FLST771815   
| $42.50 

36” x 54”  FLST771802   
| $39.95 

V
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IN-STOCK FLAGS

36” x 54”  FLST771207   | $36.75  

IN
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 54”  FLST771504   | $36.25 

36” x 54”  FLST771711   
| $41.95  36” x 54”  FLST771812   

| $40.95 

36” x 54”  FLST88500   | $9.95 32” x 48”  FLST99045   | $16.00 



Always in stock.
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.
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36” x 54”  FLST771605   | $33.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771401   | $38.00 36” x 54”  FLST771402   | $37.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771604   | $36.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771710   
| $33.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771709   
| $33.00  
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IN-STOCK FLAGS

36” x 54”  FLST771715   
| $33.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771714   
| $33.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771716   
| $33.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771717   
| $33.00 
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 54”  FLST771107   | $36.50  

36” x 54”  FLST88503   | $15.95 36” x 54”  FLST771707   
| $39.95  

36” x 54”  FLST771502   | $38.75 



Always in stock.
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 54”  FLST771505   | 
$37.25 

36” x 54”  FLST771503   | 
$33.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771712   
| $36.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771208   | $38.00  36” x 54”  FLST771106   | $37.00 

 

36” x 54”  FLST88508   | $16.95 

36” x 54”  FLST88505   | $22.00 
36” x 54”  FLST771206   | 
$35.75 
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OVERSIZED FLAGS
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 66”  FLST661602   | $36.50 

50” x 66”  FLST661601   | $28.00 

36” x 60”  FLST771105   | $36.00  
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SAPPHIRE 36” x 54”
FLSPSA  | $36.00 

YELLOW 36” x 54”
FLSPYE  | $36.00 

RED 36” x 54”
FLSPRE  | $36.00 

GREEN 36” x 54”
FLSPGR  | $36.00 

PURPLE 36” x 54”
FLSPPU  | $36.00 

BLACK 36” x 54”
FLSPBL  | $36.00 

GOLD 36” x 54”
FLSPGO  | $36.00 

WHITE 36” x 54”
FLSPWH  | $36.00 

Spectrum flags are poly china silk and  tissue lamé with solid crystal clear panels.

SPECTRUM FLAGS Always in stock.

Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

THESE FLAGS 
ARE SEMI-

TRANSPARENT!
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IN-STOCK CLEARANCE FLAGS

IN
-S

TO
C

K
 F
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S

Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 52”  FLST991502   | $34.95 

36” x 54”  FLST991503   
| $34.95 

35” x 54”  FLST991600   | $39.95 

 

36” x 60”  FLST771302   
| $25.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771403   
| $26.95 

35” x 54”  FLST661600   | $29.50 
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Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

35” x 54”  FLST991106   | $29.95 

36” x 52” + tails  FLST991709   
| $25.00  

G
R

EA
T V

A
LU

E
Clearance flags have limited quantities available and cannot be returned.

36” x 54”  FLST771103   | $23.95 36” x 54”  FLST99102   | $26.95 

35” x 54”  FLST991204   | 
$37.95 
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IN-STOCK CLEARANCE FLAGS

IN
-S

TO
C

K
 F
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G

S

36” x 52”  FLST991501   | 
$21.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771304   | $29.00 

36” x 54”  FLST771300   | $33.00 

Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

36” x 54”  FLST881107   | $9.95 

36” x 54”  FLST771305   | 
$27.95 

36” x 54”  FLST88506   | $9.95 36” x 54”  FLST991100   | 
$12.95 

36” x 56’’  FLST99100   | 
$21.95 
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36” x 54”  FLST991102   | $12.95 

Flag colors shown are close representations of       actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

G
R

EA
T V

A
LU

E

36” x 54”  FLST881101   | $10.95 

Clearance flags have limited quantities available and cannot be returned.

36” x 54”  FLSTGOR05   | $25.95 

35” x 54”  FLST991103   | 
$12.95 

36” x 54”  FLST88504   | 
$10.95 

36” x 54”  FLST88507   | 
$8.95 

32” x 51”  FLST490   | 
$13.50 

36” x 54”  FLSTMOOR   | $19.95 
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HYBRID FLAGS

36” x 52”
FLSTH61717  | $30.95 

36” x 52”
FLSTH71508  | $44.95 

IN
-S

TO
C

K
 F

LA
G

S The perfect mix of digitally printed and cut-and-sewn flags to give 
you a stunning new look on the field or floor.
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36” x 59”
FLSTH61615  | $39.95 

35” x 53”
FLSTH61616  | $35.95 

36” x 52”
FLSTH61718  | $30.95 

36” x 52”
FLSTH91504  | $35.00 

36” x 52”
FLSTH71506  | $37.50 

36” x 52”
FLSTH71507  | $39.95 
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SWING FLAGS

42” x 84”
FLSTSF771511  
| $47.95 

GREEN (Clearance)  SKU: FLSTGSGR | $36.95

BLUE (Clearance)  SKU: FLSTGSBL | $36.95

WHITE (In-Stock)  SKU: FLSTGSWH | $52.50IN
-S

TO
C

K
 F

LA
G

S

42” x 84”
FLSTSF771512  
| $45.95 

40” x 68”
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71” x 85” with 46” sleeve
FLSTSF661610  
| $47.95 

80” x 76” with 44” sleeve
FLSTSF661613  
| $38.75 

83” x 86” with 47” sleeve
FLSTSF661612  | $39.95 

44” x 86”
Includes mylar dots glued onto the flag
FLSTSF661614  | $46.25 

V
ID

EO
 P

R
EV

IEW
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43” x 92”
FLSTSF6616  | $34.95 

SWING FLAGS

OVERSIZED VERTICAL SWING

FEATURES:
Pole fits into the left side of the flag
HUGE 54” x 71” in size (45” header
and add 20” for tails)
Lemon poly, Sunflower poly,
Yellow poly, Gold Lame   

FLSTSF661611  |  $34.95

SW
IN

G
 F

LA
G

S

Colors: Blue, Purple, Red
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58” x 84” w/40” sleeve
FLLLSF  | $35.50

Make your performances POP with our new Lava Lamé 
Swing Flags. These oversized flags will add a burst of color 
to your performance and will shine under the lights.

LAVA LAMÉ SWING FLAG

Ships in 2-4 Weeks.

MINIMUM order of 6 flags

NAUTICAL

CELERY

COPPER

GOLD MAGENTA RED

EMERALD GRAPE

CHROME COBALT
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| $29.95 

| $29.95 

HOLOGRAM FLAGS

FLST771600

FLST771602

FLST771601

FLST771603 

IN
-S

TO
C

K
 F

LA
G

S

HOLOGRAM FLAGS
36” X 54”

| $35.00 

| $29.95 
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56” x 84” with 42” sleeve
FLSTSFHOAQ  
| $42.50 

56” x 84” with 42” sleeve
FLSTSFHOSI  
| $42.50 

56” x 84” with 42” sleeve
FLSTSFHOYE  
| $42.50 

56” x 84” with 42” sleeve
FLSTSFHORE  
| $42.50 

SOLID HOLOGRAM SWING FLAGS Always in stock.
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INVISIBLE AZTEC

SAPPHIRE

LAVENDER

RED

DEEP TURQUOISE

CERISE

PURPLE

GRAPHITE

SUNBURST

PEACH

KELLY

BLACK

ORANGE

36” x 54”
FLCCSO  | $23.95

Ships in 2-4 Weeks.SOLID CRYSTAL CLEAR FLAGS
MINIMUM order of 6 flags



DEEP TURQUOISE

CERISE

SAPPHIRE

INVISIBLE

ORANGE

LAVENDER

AZTEC

GRAPHITE

SUNBURST

KELLY

PEACH

PURPLE

BLACK

RED

THESE FLAGS 
ARE SEMI-

TRANSPARENT!

58” x 84” w/44” sleeve
FLCCSW  | $36.95

CRYSTAL CLEAR SWING FLAGS Ships in 2-4 Weeks.

MINIMUM order of 6 flags

FLAGS  |   139
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Use the tie string to connect two solid swing flags together for 
a wing effect

POLY CHINA SILK (PCS)

FLSSPCS   |  $26.95

IN STOCK PCS COLORS

FLSTSF   |  $26.95

SOLID SWING FLAG

   SOLID SWING FLAG 
80” X 52” / 39” SLEEVE

Unique tie string allows two flags to 
be tied together to create a wing ef-
fect. Choose from the Poly China Silk 
(PCS) colors on the next page.

Always in stock.

Note: Flag colors shown are close representations of 
actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.

All other colors (besides in-stock colors) ship in 
2-4 weeks.

MINIMUM order of 6 flags (except in-stock colors).

In Stock colors: White, Red, Purple, Sunflower, Lilac, 
Turquoise
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STEP 1 | SELECT FABRICS AND COLORS
Choose the fabrics and colors of the materials desired. Colors marked with an askterisk (*) are in-stock.

   POLY CHINA SILK

Azure Chocolate Deep Purple

Neon Pink Mediterranean Daisy

Neon Orange Royal Kelly

Neon Green Sapphire Sunflower *

Red * Purple * Lilac *

Black Paris Pink Silver

Periwinkle Leaf Green Ivory

Turquoise * Lemon Nude

Ash Rosette Limeade

Coral Pansy White *
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   DESIGN 
1307

Five panels
to customize
36” x 54”

   DESIGN 
1308

Four panels
to customize
36” x 54”

(as shown)
DYO1307A  | $27.40 

(as shown)
DYO1307B  | $31.25 

(as shown)
DYO1307C  | $37.15 

(as shown)
DYO1308A  | $35.20 

(as shown)
DYO1308B  | $27.40 

(as shown)
DYO1308C  | $29.35 

DESIGN YOUR OWN FLAGS Ships in 3-4 Weeks.

No longer does a limited budget mean limited choices. Our Design 
Your Own Flags program gives you all kinds of options, allowing 
you to choose from over 160 colors in two fabrics (see page 145).

Custom flags 
on a budget

Minimum 
of 6 per 
order.



   DESIGN 
0901

Four panels
to customize
36” x 54”

   DESIGN 
0902

Six panels
to customize
36” x 54”

(as shown)
DYO0901A  | $27.40 

(as shown)
DYO0901B  | $35.20 

(as shown)
DYO0901C  | $29.35 

(as shown)
DYO0902A  | $27.40 

(as shown)
DYO0902B  | $33.25 

(as shown)
DYO0902C  | $39.10 
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Ships in 3-4 Weeks.

No longer does a limited budget mean limited choices. Our Design 
Your Own Flags program gives you all kinds of options, allowing 
you to choose from over 160 colors in two fabrics (see page 145).

Custom flags 
on a budget

Minimum 
of 6 per 
order.
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   DESIGN 
S1201

Five panels
to customize
58” x 94” / 40”  
sleeve

(as shown)
DYOS1201A  | $39.10 

(as shown)
DYOS1201B  | $42.85 

(as shown)
DYOS1201C  | $48.45 

DESIGN YOUR OWN FLAGS

Note: Flag colors shown are close repre-
sentations of actual material colors. However, 
actual flag colors may vary. Since all Design 
Your Own Flags are made to order, they are 
not returnable. Minimum of 6 per order.

Ships in 3-4 Weeks.



   DESIGN 
0905

Three panels
to customize
36” x 54”

   DESIGN 
0906

Four panels
to customize
36” x 54”

(as shown)
DYO0905A  | $29.35 

(as shown)
DYO0905B  | $33.25 

(as shown)
DYO0905C  | $27.40 

(as shown)
DYO0906A  | $35.20 

(as shown)
DYO0906B  | $31.25 

(as shown)
DYO0906C  | $27.40 
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Minimum of  
6 per order.

No longer does a limited budget mean limited choices. Our Design 
Your Own Flags program gives you all kinds of options, allowing 
you to choose from over 160 colors in two fabrics (see page 145).

Custom flags 
on a budget

Ships in 3-4 Weeks.
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STEP 1 | SELECT FLAG DESIGN
(all designs are 36” x 54”, except S1201 which is 58” x 94” with 40” sleeve)

DESIGN 0901

DESIGN 0905

DESIGN 1308

DESIGN 0902

DESIGN S1201

DESIGN 0906

DESIGN 1307 TISSUE LAMÉ PANELS 36” x 54” SWING
0  (all panels in poly china silk) $27.40 $39.10
1  Tissue lamé panel $29.35 $40.95
2  Tissue lamé panels $31.25 $42.85
3  Tissue lamé panels $33.25 $44.70
4  Tissue lamé panels $35.20 $46.60
5  Tissue lamé panels $37.15 $48.45
6  Tissue lamé panels $39.10

HOW TO ORDER DESIGN YOUR OWN FLAGS

Note
Flag colors shown are close representa-
tions of actual material colors. However, 
actual flag colors may vary. Since all Design 
Your Own Flags are made to order, they are 
not returnable. Minimum of 6 per order.

Ships in 3-4 Weeks.

Pricing
Design Your Own Flags pricing is based on the  
number of tissue lamé panels chosen.
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STEP 2 | SELECT FABRICS AND COLORS
Choose the fabrics and colors of the materials desired. When ordering, indicate which colors and fabrics correspond to each flag panel by using the 
panel letters shown on the previous page.

Tarragon
Chocolate*
Brown
Amaretto
Eggplant
Purple*
Deep Purple*
Midnight Navy
Blue Grass
Seafrost
Hunter Green
Black*

Honey
Peach Blossom
Coral*
Paris Pink*
Dusty Pink
American Beauty
Special Fuchsia
Steel Blue
Crystal Blue
Mint
Sprout
Leaf Green*
Grey

Lemon*
Canary
Buttercream
Sand
Peach
Rosette*
Pansy*
Sage
Honeydew
Chartreuse
Lime
Aquamarine
Silver*

Ivory*
Champagne
Cream
Camel
Beige
Nude*
China Rose
Sky Blue
Pistachio
Gloworm
Scallion
Limeade*
White*

Crimson
Cocoa 
Cornflower
Azure*
Cobalt
Grass
Lavender

Neon Yellow
Neon Orange*
Neon Red
Neon Pink*
Neon Purple
Neon Green*

Avocado
Harvest
Copper
Cognac
Papaya
Venetian Red
Bordeaux
Concord
Aztec
Electric Blue
Navy
Deep Sea
Forest Green
Olive
Granite

Citron
Antique Gold
Burnt Orange
Carrot
Red*
Cranapple
Aubergine
Amethyst
Royal*
Mediterranean*
Sapphire*
Wintergreen
Kelly*

Daisy*
Mandarin
Nectarine
Tangerine
Mango
Berry
Hyacinth
Huckleberry
Dewberry
Teal
Jade
Greystone

Sunflower*
Citrus
Gold
Orange
Melon
Petunia
Scarlet
Watermelon
Lilac*
Periwinkle*
Turquoise*
Seafoam
Shamrock
Ash*

TISSUE LAMÉ

   POLY CHINA SILK

Note
Since all Design Your 
Own Flags are made 
to order, they are not 
returnable

Gold*
Sunburst*
Brass*
Nugget*
Pink Pearl*
Cerise*
Rosebud*
Aquamarine*
Electric Blue*

Aztec*
Orange*
Apricot*
Spice*
Shocking Pink*
Wineberry*
Turquoise*
Aqua*
Royal*

Gingerbread*
Copperplate*
Brandy*
Mocha*
Fiesta*
Moss*
Green*
Citrine*
Pine*
Atlantis*
Deep Sea*

Silver*
Graphite*
Slate*
Orchid*
Violet*
Purple*
Lavender*
Blackberry*
Red*
Salsa*
Black*

Pearl



DRAG. DROP. DONE.
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OUR NEW ONLINE DESIGN STUDIO MAKES 
DESIGNING DIGITAL FLAGS AS EASY AS...

AVAILABLE NOW AT:

DESIGNSTUDIO.DSHOWCASE.COM
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Features:

- Choose from three digital flag templates
- Choose an image from our library of over 1 million high resolution images
- Or upload your own!
- Add additional text or colors
- Save images for future editing and ordering
- Share your designs with your friends or on social media
- Place your order with a PO directly online (all orders are subject to
   Authorized DSI retailer approval)
- Collaborate with others on a design before placing your order
- Orders are shipped within 7 business days of order approval

*Flags will be printed and shipped within 7 business days of you approving artwork. Please add an additional 1 to 5 days 
for shipping (depending on your location) for your flags to reach you. Please allow additional time during peak season.

from  $29.95 PER FLAG / NO MINIMUMS!

DESIGN ON ANY SCREEN.
ANYWHERE.

NEW
FOR 2019



D
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TU

D
IO It’s never been easier to design and purchase your printed flags! Choose your flag shape and size then add your own color, 

text, shapes, or custom images. You can even select one of our pre-designed flags from our online library of designs.

*Flags will be printed and shipped within 7 business days of you approving artwork. Please add an additional 1 to 5 days 
for shipping (depending on your location) for your flags to reach you. Please allow additional time during peak season.

NO MINIMUM QUANTITIES!

 52” x 64” (with 10” drop)
Curved Rectangle Flag

 36” x 54” 
Curved Rectangle Flag

$29.95 per flag

$42.00 per flag

DESIGN ONLINE AT:

DESIGNSTUDIO.DSHOWCASE.COM



 60” x 94” Swing Flag

$54.00 per flag

D
ESIG

N
 STU

D
IO

DESIGN ONLINE AT:

DESIGNSTUDIO.DSHOWCASE.COM



NEW
FOR 2019
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DESIGN STUDIO SAMPLES

Turn this free image:

Into any of these designs:

 36” x 54” 
Curved Rectangle Flag

 52” x 64” (with 10” drop)
Curved Rectangle Flag

 60” x 94” Swing Flag



NEW
FOR 2019
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Turn this free image:

Into any of these designs:

 36” x 54” 
Curved Rectangle Flag

 52” x 64” (with 10” drop)
Curved Rectangle Flag

 60” x 94” Swing Flag

DESIGNSTUDIO.DSHOWCASE.COM



NEW
FOR 2019
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DESIGN STUDIO SAMPLES

Turn this free image:

Into any of these designs:

 36” x 54” 
Curved Rectangle Flag

 52” x 64” (with 10” drop)
Curved Rectangle Flag

 60” x 94” Swing Flag



NEW
FOR 2019
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Turn this free image:

Into any of these designs:

 36” x 54” 
Curved Rectangle Flag

 52” x 64” (with 10” drop)
Curved Rectangle Flag  60” x 94” Swing Flag

DESIGNSTUDIO.DSHOWCASE.COM



 ARCED LAVA LAMÉ FLAGS 36” X 54” RECTANGULAR LAVA LAMÉ FLAGS 36” X 54”

FLLLA  |  $20.95 FLLLR  |  $20.95

COBALT BLUE COPPER

EMERALD EMERALDGRAPE GRAPE

GOLD GOLDMAGENTA MAGENTA

NAUTICAL NAUTICALRED RED

CHROME CHROMECELERY CELERY

COPPERCOBALT BLUE

Note: Flag colors shown are close representations of actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary.
Since all Lava Lamé and Design Your Own Flags are made to order, they are not returnable.

LAVA LAMÉ FLAGS Ships in 1-2 Weeks. MINIMUM order of 6 flags
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black

orange

red

Flag size is 36” x 54”

Get any of these flags for just $3.95  with the purchase of any in-Stock performance flag.

100% PCS flags with double-stitched seams and edges

purple

yellow

green

black

orange

red

purple

yellow

green

Note: Flag colors shown are close representations of actual material colors. However, actual flag colors may vary..

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

blue

lime green

white

pink

sky blue

Flag size is 36” x 54”

blue

lime green

white

pink

sky blue

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019

NEW
FOR 2019
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POLY CHINA SILK FLAGS

   CURVED RECTANGLE
      FLPCSCR3654   |  $9.95

   ARCED
      FLPCSAR3654   |  $9.95



IF BOLTS PURCHASED SEPARATELY:

1.5” bolt   |  $1.50

2” bolt   |  $1.50

3” bolt   |  $1.50

4” bolt   |  $1.50

Black Aluminum POALBL   |  $9.95  
Silver Aluminum POALSI  |  $9.95  
Gold Aluminum POALGO |  $9.95

White Aluminum POALWH |  $9.95  

   FLAG POLE WEIGHT ANCHOR KIT
The Flag Pole Weight Anchors from DSI are designed to lock your carriage bolts 
securely inside your flag pole so they don’t fly out when you spin and don’t clank 
against the inside of the pole when you catch the flag.

Includes 2 weight anchors plus all four bolts.

PACBAK   |  $13.95  

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   FLAG POLES
•   All poles come with end caps (black for 

black poles, white for all others) and two 
hook fastener strips

•   Aluminum colors: white, black, silver, gold
•   Sizes: 5’, 5½’, 6’, 6½’, 7’, 7½’
•   For 6½’ - 7½’ poles, add $3.00

   ½ SWING POLE
•   Silver aluminum ½” O.D.  

pole with white caps
•   Sizes: 36”, 42”, 48”

POALSIHI   |  $5.25

   VINYL POLE CAP
•   white, black

PACAVI   |  $0.55
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Always in stock.

Always in stock.

   SABRE/FLAG POLE RACK
Store your sabres and flag poles in this 
easy-to-assemble, hand-crafted rack with 
walnut finish. Holds up to 44 flag poles 
or sabres.

PAPR   |  $165.00 

   FLAG POLE TAPE
•   1” or 3½” wide by 66’ long
•   Colors: green, royal blue, red, white, black, yellow, 

orange
•   1” wide x 66’ long

TAVI0166 , 1” wide x 66’ long  | $4.25

TAVIT03566 , 3½” wide x 66’ long  | $10.00

Always in stock.

   RIFLE/SABRE/  
FLAG POLE RACK

Showcase your rifles, sabres and flag poles 
in this beautiful, hand-crafted rack. Holds 
eight rifles and 28 flag poles or sabres.

RARR   |  $165.00

Always in stock.

   RUBBER POLE CAP
•   white, black

PACARU   |  $1.00 
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Bag bottom has been reinforced for increased durability

HELPFUL HINT!
To maximize the amount of space in the main compartment and 
keep the bag flat, poles with flags installed should be placed in 
alternating directions so flags are at both ends of the bag.

   6’ SUPER STRENGTH PERSONAL 
EQUIPMENT BAG

•   Same features as above with a heavy-duty 1680 Denier

PABAFRSSS   |  $33.95 Always in stock.

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT BAG
   6’ PERSONAL EQUIPMENT BAG

•   Heavy-duty 420 Denier equipment bag with side pouch, zippered 
pocket, ID window and reinforced bottom

•   Two detachable, adjustable shoulder straps allow bag to be carried 
horizontally or vertically

•   Two-way zipper runs entire length of bag for easy access
•   Dimensions: 76”x 8”, 41” side pouch, 6” x 6” zippered pocket
•   Capacity: holds 3-5 flag poles with flags and one sabre in main 

compartment, one rifle in side pouch

PABAFRS   |  $25.95 Always in stock.
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6’ Pole Bag PABA06   |  $26.00  
8’ Pole Bag PABA08  |  $38.00  
10’ Banner Pole Bag PABA10 |  $43.00  

    6’ SUPER STRENGTH POLE BAG
•   Designed and engineered specifically to transport 

flag poles
•   Premium 1680 Denier flag pole bag with heavy-duty, 

end-to-end zipper and ID window
•   Padded, adjustable shoulder strap with durable metal 

fasteners, in addition to two carrying handles
•   Zippered pocket on end of bag provides extra stor-

age
•   Holds up to 25 six-foot flag poles with flags

PABA06SS   |  $54.40

    POLE BAGS
•   Sturdy 400 Denier flag pole bag with end-to-end 

zipper closure, adjustable end straps and two 
shoulder straps

•   Flag pole bags hold up to 15 flag poles with flags
•   Dimensions for 8’ bag: 8’ x 7.5” x 7.5”
•   Dimensinos for 10’ bag: 10’ x 8” x 8”

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

PERSONAL EQUIPMENT BAG



CONCERT & CHORAL
DSI concert wear is the top choice for a formal, customizable look. Our Showstopper 
Patent transitions effortlessly from marching field to performing concert stage. The 
versatility continues with several color options on men’s accessories plus a variety of 
fashionable tops and skirts for women. DSI concert wear will provide any ensemble with 
a polished and professional look.
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Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Note:  Due to health regulations, most gar-
ments are not returnable
Care Instructions: Machine wash in cold water, 
mild detergent on gentle cycle. Tumble dry on 
cool setting and remove promptly.
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   CONCERT DRESS
•   Short sleeve black concert dress has a 

stretch velvet bodice with front and back 
jewel neckline and long crepe skirt

•   Bodice and sleeves are fully lined with 
100% nylon knit

•   Empire waist is accented with black satin 
piping

CWDRBL   |  $79.00* 

* Price shown is for dress sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-
50, add $10.00.

   CONCERT TOPS
Black stretch velvet top with front and back jewel neckline
Three sleeve lengths: 
short, ¾, long

SHORT SLEEVE CWCTSS   |  $38.00* 

¾ SLEEVE CWCTTS   |  $40.25* 

LONG SLEEVE CWCTLS   |  $41.50* 

* Price shown is for sizes 28-44. For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.

Front and back jewel neckline

CONCERT BASICS

Size Chart B

Size Chart B
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   TUXEDO JACKET KEY FEATURES
•   100% black polyester, fully lined jacket with two side flap 

pockets, satin notch lapel and satin buttons
•   Cloth top collar and closed rear vent
•   Welt chest pocket and two deep inside breast pockets

CWTJ    |  $66.25* 

* Price shown is for men’s sizes 34-46, women’s sizes 2-20  
and all boy’s sizes 
For men’s sizes 48-56 and women’s sizes 22-24, add $9.35 
For men’s sizes 58-60, add $18.50

SIZES AVAILABLE

   TUXEDO PANTS
•   100% black polyester, pleated front pants are unhemmed 

with satin side stripe
•   Adjustable waist
•   Machine washable

CWTP (MENS) |  $29.95*
CWTPLA (WOMEN) |  $29.95* 

* Price shown is for men’s sizes 24-44 and women’s sizes 0-20 
For men’s sizes 45-53 and women’s sizes 22-24, add $4.75

For men’s sizes 54-62 and women’s sizes 26-28, add $9.50

SIZES AVAILABLE

TUXEDOS

Men’s sizes  
Regular: 32-60 (even sizes only) 
Short: 34-50 (even sizes only) 
Long: 36-60 (even sizes only)
Women’s sizes  |  4 - 18 (even sizes only)
Boys sizes  |  16 & 18

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Men’s sizes  
24-26 36-38 48-50 57-59 
27-29 39-41 51-53 60-62 
30-32 42-44 54-56 
33-35 45-47
Women’s sizes  |  0-28 (even sizes only)
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TUXEDO SHIRT SIZE CHART

NECK size XS 
13-13½

S 
14-14½

M 
15-15½

L 
16-16½

XL 
17-17½

2XL 
18-18½

3XL 
19-19½

4XL 
20-20½

5XL 
21-21½

30-31 • • •

32-33 • • • • • •

34-35 • • • • • • • •

36-37 • • • • • • •

   WINGTIP COLLAR
QTY 12 OR MORE CWTSWC   |  $18.95 

QTY 11 OR LESS CWTSWC   |  $19.95 

   CUMMERBUNDS
Poly satin material.  Adjustable, one size fits all to size 48” waist*

BLACK CWACSACUBL   |  $8.50* 

COLOR CWACSACU   |  $8.50 

   2” BOW TIES
Poly satin material.  Adjustable, one size fits all 

BLACK CWACSABTBL   |  $3.25 

COLOR CWACSABT   |  $3.25 

   CUFF LINKS AND STUDS
CUFF LINKS (PR) CWACCL   |  $2.20 

STUDS (SET OF 4) CWACST   |  $2.00 

ADDITIONAL POLY SATIN COLORS

   LAYDOWN COLLAR
ANY QUANTITY CWTSLC   |  $19.95 

   TUXEDO SHIRT
•   65% polyester, 35% cotton shirt with pleated front and black plastic studs
•   Two collar styles: wingtip, laydown
•   When ordering, must specify neck size and sleeve length

•  Shirts available in these sizes. Also available in: women’s sizes 2-28, boy’s sizes S, M, L 
(wingtip collar only)

ROYAL

RED MAROON KELLY  
GREEN

PURPLE NAVY

Always in stock.

Always in stock.

Always in stock. Always in stock.

* Black poly satin cummerbund comes in a larger size to fit waist sizes 50-60 
(call for pricing)

Please specify gold or silver finish



Size Chart B

FREE Pearl Necklace 
($6.25 value) with the 
purchase of any style 
Juliet Dress

PRICE
Special

SleevelessShort sleeve

•   Made in the USA exclusively  
for DSI

•   100% polyester knit pull over 
sleeveless dress with front and 
back boat neckline, inverted 
empire waist and full skirt

•   Five different bodice sleeve 
top options pull on and fit 
under sleeveless dress

•   Available in black

CWJUDRB   |  $50.55* 

* Price shown is for dress sizes  
28-44. For sizes 46-50, add $10.00.
Care Instructions: Machine wash in 
cold water, mild detergent on gentle 
cycle. Tumble dry on cool setting 
and remove promptly.
Note: Due to health regulations, 
most garments are not returnable

JULIET DRESS

Always in stock.
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LONG SLEEVE
CWJUBSL | $23.40*  

¾ SLEEVE
CWJUBST | $23.40*  

SHORT SLEEVE
CWJUBSS | $21.70*  

CAPE SLEEVE
CWJUBSC | $24.25*  

FLUTTER SLEEVE
CWJUBSF | $21.70*  

Size Chart B
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Cape sleeve Flutter sleeve ¾ sleeve Long sleeve

   JULIET BODICE SLEEVE TOPS

One dress, six different looks

* Prices shown are for bodice sleeve tops purchased with Juliet dress, sizes 28-44. 
Add $2.00 if purchasing separately. For bodice sleeve top sizes 46-50, add $10.00.

Note: Due to health regulations, most garments are not returnable

Always in stock.



VEST SIZE CHART
Size XXS XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL 6XL

Men’s -- 32-34 36-38 40-42 44-46 48 50-52 54-56 58-62 64-66 68-70

Women’s (bust in inches) 31”-34” 34”-35” 36”-37” 38”-40” 41”-44” 45”-48” 49”-50” 51”-52” 53”-54” 55”-56” --

   TUXEDO VEST
•   100% polyester, fully-lined, tailored vest 

with self fabric back
•   Two useable front welt pockets
•   Button front closure
•   Machine washable
•   Available in men’s and women’s sizes in 

black only
•   Sizes: XXS-6XL*

CWTVMB   |  $20.75* 

CWTVWB    |  $20.75*

* Men’s sizes: XS-6XL Women’s sizes: XXS-5XL 
See Vest Size Chart below

Back view of 
Tuxedo Vest

CONCERT BASICS

Ships in 2-3 Days.
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   FAILLE CONCERT SKIRT
•   100% black faille fabric with elastic waistband, full length  

and moderate fullness (90” circumference)

CWCSFBL   |  $4100*  

* Price shown is for skirt sizes 21-37. For sizes 39-43, add $10.00.
Care Instructions: Machine wash in cold water, mild detergent on gentle cycle. 
Tumble dry on cool setting and remove promptly.

   EXTRA FULL, POLYESTER KNIT CONCERT 
SKIRT

•   100% black polyester knit, 8 oz fabric with elastic waistband, full length 
and extra fullness (160” circumference)

•   Trim to length, no hemming required

CWCSPEFBL   |  $40.25*  

* Price shown is for skirt sizes 21-37. For sizes 39-43, add $10.00.

Always in stock. Always in stock.Size Chart B Size Chart B
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Always in stock.

Always in stock.

The Patent Showstopper is the perfect choice for both 
concert and field use. You get an indoor and an outdoor 
shoe for the same price. It’s the best of both worlds.

Men’s Medium Sizes  |  21/2 - 121/2  
(whole and half sizes) plus 13
Men’s Wide Sizes  |  61/2 - 121/2 (whole 
and half sizes) plus 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18
Women’s Medium Sizes  |  41/2 - 141/2 
(whole and half sizes) plus 15
Women’s Wide Sizes  |  81/2 - 141/2 (whole 
and half sizes) plus 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

 Women’s Medium  |  4½ - 12 (full and half sizes)
Women’s Wide  |  8½ - 12 (full and half sizes)
Color  | black

   PEARL ACCESSORIES
Necklace: 20½” length. Earring styles: post, clip-on

NECKLACE CWACNEFPL   |  $6.25 

POST EARRINGS CWACEAFP   |  $3.25 

CLIP-ON EARRINGS CWACEAFPC   |  $3.25 

Add a touch of elegance with our beautiful accessories

Anti-slip rubber sole

   SHOWSTOPPER PATENT
•   Redesigned sole provides excellent grip and stability
•   Soft, pliable upper with shiny, patent finish, padded 

tongue and ankle collar
•   Reinforced toe box reduces wear
•   Fully lined upper with moisture-wicking material
•   Thick, cushioned insole and heel cup for superior 

comfort and support

SHSHPA   |  $29.25

THE PERFECT PUMP
The Majestic complements our line of 
concert wear by combining function 
and style. The non-slip rubber sole 
gives you secure footing whether 
you’re on stage or risers.

CONCERT ACCESSORIES

   MAJESTIC SHOES
•   Soft, pliable Napa upper is durable, easy to 

care for and conforms to the foot
•   Anti-slip, non-marking rubber sole
•   Stylish 1¼” heel
•   Comfortable, padded insole

SHMA   |  $28.95

SIZES AVAILABLE

SIZES AVAILABLE

   SUSPENDERS
Adjustable 1” wide elastic suspenders  
are available with reinforced tabs in black 
or white
TAB SUTA   |  $4.85 

Always in stock.



All special order garments are made 
to your specifications and cannot be 
returned

FEMALE SIZE CHART

MALE SIZE CHART

SIZE BUST WAIST HIPS GIRTH
XS  32 24 34½ 56½

SMALL 33-33½ 25-28 35-35½ 53½-56½

MEDIUM 34-35½ 25-26½ 36-37½ 58-59½

LARGE 37-38½ 28-29½ 39-40½ 61-62½

XL 40-42 31-33 42-44 64-66

2XL 44-46 35-37 46-48 68-70

3XL 48-50 39-41 50-52 72-74

4XL 52-54 43-45 54-56 76-78

SIZE CHEST WAIST GIRTH
SMALL 34-37 28-32 56-60

MEDIUM 38-40 33-35 61-64

LARGE 41-43 36-38 65-67

XL 44-47 39-42 68-71

2XL 48-51 43-47 72-75

   SIZING GUIDELINES
1. Keep measuring tape straight against body, not tight. 

Do not add or take away inches.
2. Wear a leotard or underwear when measuring (not 

street clothes).
3. It’s best to have one or two people doing all the 

measuring.
4. If measurements fall between sizes, order the next 

larger size.
5. Garments may be taken in, but in most cases cannot 

be let out.
6. Customer must convert to sizes according to chart 

below. This chart does not customize each individual. 
Please send measurements with your order for our 
records.

7. Sizes over XL may incur an extra charge per garment.

   BUST/CHEST:
Measure the bust around the fullest part, keeping the tape 
close under the arms and across (not under) the shoulder 
blades

   HIPS:
Stand straight with heels together and keep tape parallel 
to the floor as you measure the fullest part

   WAIST:
Measure the narrowest point

   GIRTH:
Measure from the center of the right shoulder through the 
crotch, up to the center of the left shoulder
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UNISEX SIZE CHART

SIZE 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

BUST/CHEST 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

WAIST 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43

HIPS 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50 52

SLEEVE 21 21 21 22 22 23 23 24 24 24 24 24

HEIGHT Height is required for all orders to ensure the best possible fit. See above for best measuring practices.

All special order garments are 
made to your specifications and 
cannot be returned

   SIZING GUIDELINES
1. When in doubt, always order the larger size.
2. Consider all measurements when selecting the size. 

Also consider what type of garment you are ordering 
as to what measurement is most important.

   BUST/CHEST:
Measure around the fullest part (A-B)

   WAIST:
Measure at natural waistline (C-D)

   HIPS:
Measure around fullest part, 7” down from waist (E-F)

   SKIRT LENGTH:
Measure from natural waistline to length (G-ankle)

   SLEEVE LENGTH:
Measure from top of shoulder to wrist bone with arm hang-
ing down at side (H-I)

   HEIGHT:
Without shoes on, measure from top of head to floor

Notes
1. Dress, top, tunic, bodice and shirt orders based 

on chest size
2. Pants and skirt orders based on waist size
3. Unitard and jumpsuit orders should consider 

chest, waist and hips sizes. (Note: provide height 
to ensure best fit)

4. All male orders should say “MALE” to ensure 
proper fit

Size Chart B


